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Executive Summary
The present document is a deliverable of the BRAIN-IoT project, funded by the European Commission, under
its Horizon 2020 Research and innovation program (H2020), reporting the results of the activities carried out
by WP2 – Requirements and Architecture Engineering. The main objective of the BRAIN-IoT project is to focus
on complex scenarios, where populations of heterogeneous IoT systems cooperatively support actuation and
control. In such a complex context, many initiatives fall into the temptation of developing new IoT platforms,
protocols, models or tools aiming to deliver the ultimate solution that will solve all the IoT challenges and
become ”the” reference IoT platform or standard. Instead, usually they result in the creation of “yet-another”
IoT solution or standard. More specifically, BRAIN-IoT revolves around two vision scenarios; Service Robotics
and Critical Infrastructure Management.
Deliverable D2.2 compiles the collaborative efforts of all partners actively participating in WP2 -Requirements
and Architecture Engineering. This document reports on the iterative process of ideation which resulted in i)
the identification of BRAIN-IoT things and platforms, ii) the initial requirement, iii) the development of the
BRAIN-IoT reference architecture, iv) the relevant technologies, v) Proof-of-Concept specifications. The
reference architecture and the requirement list in this deliverable will be revised, extended and refined in the
next iteration.
Currently, this vision will be used for inter-project communication in order to identify the requirements and
help to fertilize the process of thinking for the design of the BRAIN-IoT architecture. Furthermore, this
deliverable formulates the foundations for the initial BRAIN-IoT reference architecture. It will be updated in
the deliverable D2.5 due in month 15 and the final architecture will be documented in D2.7.
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1

Introduction

BRAIN-IoT looks at heterogeneous IoT scenarios where instances of IoT architectures can be built
dynamically combining and federating a distributed set of IoT services, IoT platforms and other enabling
functionalities made available in marketplaces and accessible by means of open and standard IoT APIs and
protocols. Thus BRAIN-IoT aims to provide the architecture that would let these heterogeneous entities
exchange information and interact with one another, within the context of being socially and business
relevant.
The objective of this deliverable is to provide initial reference architecture and Proof-of Concept
specifications. This document reflects the current state of discussion regarding the reference architecture
and serves as basis and reference for further work in BRAIN-IoT project. The initial reference architecture we
propose is inherently neutral and not specific to a set of technologies. It provides common and consistent
definitions for the system of interest, its decompositions and design patterns, and a common vocabulary with
which to discuss the specification of implementations and compare options. By staying at a higher level of
abstraction, it enables the identification and comprehension of the most important issues and patterns across
its applications in many different use cases. By avoiding specifics, reference architecture allows subsequent
designs to follow the reference architecture without the encumbrance of unnecessary and arbitrary
restrictions.
1.1

Challenges

Internet of Things (IoT) products and services are being widely deployed in all professional and mass-market
usage scenarios, in line with the optimistic forecasts released in last years about revenues [6] and volume [7]
of deployed devices.
Commercial and pilot deployments world-wide are progressively demonstrating the value of IoT solutions in
real-scale operational conditions [8], resulting in the growth of number and magnitude of market
opportunities associated with the IoT, but also in the rise of some associated issues and concerns.
The IoT technology and market landscape will become increasingly complex in the longer term i.e. 10+ years
from now [9], especially after IoT technologies will have proven their full potential in business-critical and
privacy-sensitive scenarios. An important shift is expected to happen as technology evolutions will allow to
safely employ IoT systems in scenarios involving actuation and characterized by stricter requirements in
terms of dependability, security, privacy and safety constraints, resulting in convergence between IoT and
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [9]. Attracted by the trend, several organizations have started studying how to
employ IoT systems also to support tasks involving actuation and control in business-critical conditions,
resulting in a demand for more dependable and “smart” IoT systems. However, in order to turn such vision
into reality, many issues must still be faced, including:
▪ Heterogeneity and (lack of) interoperability: a wide number of IoT platforms exist on the market, both
cloud-based and locally hosted. Standardization and open-source initiatives are facilitating convergence
among available platforms, which now employ similar usage patterns and increasingly converging sets of
protocols, APIs, device models and data interchange formats. Nevertheless, full interoperability across
platform still needs to be tackled on a case by case, platform by platform basis, due the wide amount of
possible applications, design choices, customization options, formats and configurations that can be
adopted by IoT developers and adopters.
▪ Difficulty of implementing “Smart Behaviours” in open collaboration context: while Machine Learning (ML)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are rapidly evolving to provide smart behaviours and solutions to
increasingly complex problems, it is intrinsically difficult to generically “bind” such solutions to generic
concrete IoT and CPS platforms and to make them collaborate together for common tasks, since possible
interactions between platforms remain unforeseen a priori.
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▪ Security and safety: the distributed nature of IoT makes enforcement of good security practices intrinsically
challenging. The market asks for IoT solutions suitable to safely support business-critical tasks, which can be
deployed rapidly and with low costs. The emerging availability of actuation features in IoT systems calls for
stricter security requirements. Nevertheless, many of today’s IoT-based products are implemented with low
awareness of potential security risks. As a result, many IoT products lack even basic, state-of-the-art security
mechanisms, resulting in critical effects when such flaws deployed to mass-market scenarios [10].
▪ Enforcement of Privacy and Data Ownership policies: as IoT products are increasingly purchased and
deployed by corporate and private users in their homes, work places, factories and commercial areas,
privacy issues and violations become more frequent [12] , [13]. While policies are quickly catching up by
enforcing a suitable framework of rules within the EU [14] , a comprehensive solution able to give back
control of privacy aspects to users is still missing – creating significant issues when unaware users accept
that their data is moved in foreign countries, outside the safe shield provided by EU regulations.
▪ Business models colliding with long-term resilience and survivability of IoT services: many IoT solutions on
the market adopt fully centralized, cloud-oriented approaches. This is often done e.g. to ensure that
customers’ devices are forced to use forever a single commercial back-end service. Such lock-in approaches
create artificial monopolies, negatively affecting user rights and the overall market competitiveness. This
practice introduces singular point of failures in IoT systems, making survivability and resiliency features
difficult to be granted in the long run, therefore sometimes resulting in negative experiences for end users
[15], [16]
▪ Market Fragmentation and incumbency of large players: the current market of IoT platform solution is still
affected by fragmentation among the many IoT platforms available, each focused in specific application
domain or associated technology stacks. Moreover, some market segments (i.e. the cloud-based IoT
platforms market) are notably dominated by few dominant players – often based outside the EU, thus
hampering the potential business opportunities for EU companies as a whole. While EU-based initiatives
and policies are doing significant amount of work to tackle such issues, often with very positive results,
solutions suitable to tackle challenges arising for futuristic IoT usage scenarios are still missing. Future
critical issues may be hiding under the hood already now and be ready to appear in the close future, putting
at stake user acceptance and the credibility of the whole eco-system of IoT solutions vendors, integrators
and adopters and hindering wider adoption of IoT solutions in potentially valuable markets.
1.2

Project Objectives

In order to tackle the aforementioned challenges, the BRAIN-IoT (model-Based fRamework for dependable
sensing and Actuation in INtelligent decentralized IoT systems) project focuses on complex scenarios, where
actuation and control are cooperatively supported by populations of heterogeneous IoT systems. In such a
complex context, many initiatives fall into the temptation of developing new IoT platforms, protocols, models
or tools aiming to deliver the ultimate solution that will solve all the IoT challenges and become “the”
reference IoT platform or standard. Instead, usually they result in the creation of “yet-another” IoT solution or
standard.
BRAIN-IOT will establish the principle that future IoT applications should never be supported by a single,
unique, irreplaceable IoT platform. Rather future IoT services should exist within a federated / evolving
environment that not only leverages current Industry Standards, but is also capable of adapting to embrace
future unforeseen industry developments. BRAIN-IoT aims at demonstrating that the lack of a single IoT
standard and platform, which is generally recognized as the most notable weakness of IoT, can be turned
into a strength and a guarantee for market competitiveness and user protection – if the proper framework
for IoT dynamicity, security and privacy is in place.
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The breakthrough targeted by BRAIN-IoT is to establish a practical framework and methodology suitable
to enable smart cooperative behaviour in fully de-centralized, composable and dynamic federations of
heterogeneous IoT platforms.
BRAIN-IoT builds on model-based approaches and open industry standards and aims at supporting rapid
development and deployment of applications and services in professional usage scenarios characterized by
strict constraints in terms of dependability, safety, security and privacy.
The BRAIN-IoT vision is realized through seven Technical Objectives (TOs), as described in the following.
TO1: to enforce interoperability across heterogeneous IoT devices autonomously cooperating in complex
tasks.
BRAIN-IoT approach to interoperability is based on the adoption of shared semantic models, dynamically
linked to concrete IoT devices (sensors, actuators, controls, etc.) operating autonomously in complex
scenarios. Binding of models to concrete implementations leverages mapping to open industry standards for
semantic device description.
TO2: to enable dynamic smart autonomous behaviour involving actuation in IoT scenarios
Building upon shared models (TO1) BRAIN-IoT facilitates the deployment of smart cooperative behaviour,
realized by means of modular AI/ML features which can be dynamically deployed to heterogeneous IoT
devices in mixed edge/cloud IoT environments. Smart behaviour features are enriched by distributed data
processing, federated learning, virtualization/aggregation of data/events/objects, resolution of mixedcriticality situations and conflicts, verification and context-aware self-adaptation of connectivity and real-time
event-oriented, reactive approaches.
TO3: to enable the emergence of highly dynamic federations of heterogeneous IoT platforms able to
support secure and scalable operations for future IoT use cases
This is achieved by leveraging fully de-centralized peer-to-peer approaches providing linkage between
modular, ad-hoc IoT self-hosted and cloud-based services through existing open standards.
TO4: to establish Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) in dynamic, distributed IoT
scenarios
BRAIN-IoT introduces a holistic end-to-end trust framework for IoT platforms suitable to be employed in
scenarios characterized by strict security and safety requirements, associated with actuation and semiautonomous operations, and by special needs for secure identification, authentication of data and devices,
encryption, non-deniability, as well as detection of cyber-attacks and protection against them. This is done by
adopting established security protocols, joint with distributed security approaches derived by peer-to-peer
systems e.g. block-chain.
TO5: to provide solutions to embed privacy-awareness and privacy control features in IoT solutions
BRAIN-IoT develops new patterns for interaction between users and IoT solutions, leveraging semantic
mapping of privacy requirements towards data and service models in use in each specific use case,
introducing privacy-related APIs and models. This enables the possibility to programmatically inform users
about privacy policies in place, as well as enabling them to exercise fine-grained privacy controls.
TO6: to facilitate rapid model-based development and integration of interoperable IoT solutions
supporting smart cooperative behaviour
Building upon shared models (TO1), BRAIN-IoT provides tools to ease rapid prototyping (development,
integration) of smart cooperative IoT systems. This is achieved by extending available tools for development,
integration, commissioning and management of IoT and Cyber-Physical systems.
TO7: to enable commissioning and reconfiguration of decentralized IoT-based applications
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Building upon its federation capabilities (TO3), BRAIN-IoT enables end-users to dynamically commission and
reconfigure their modular IoT instances, choosing among the available platforms, modules implementations
and services. This is achieved by extending existing open marketplace of IoT services and data jointly with
available catalogues providing open IoT enablers, and integrating them with its federation framework.
The present document is structured as follows.
▪ BRAIN-IoT Things and Platforms – This section gives an overview of the different IoT devices. It goes from
the concept of end-node constituted of a single sensor and/or actuator to a complex Cyber Physical system
(CPS).
▪ BRAIN-IoT Platform Requirements – This section describes the collected functional as well as non-functional
requirements from a very diverse set of actors and on validation and feedback of the achieved results.
▪ BRAIN-IoT Architecture Design – This section presents the adopted methodology for the design of the
BRAIN-IoT architecture and depicts an initial architecture from the functional point of view.
▪ Relevant Technologies – This section overviews the candidate technologies foreseen to be relevant for the
implementation of the BRAIN-IoT platform.
▪ Proof-of-Concept Specifications – In this section, an initial specification of the considered proof-of-concepts
are provided for the two project case studies.
1.3
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2

BRAIN-IoT Things and Platforms

An important novelty of BRAIN-IoT is the ability to federate heterogeneous IoT Platforms. Before designing
the platform architecture and defining the requirements, we clarify what it is an “IoT Platform” in the context
of the project. Therefore, this section surveys a panorama of IoT platforms that the project is going to
consider and federate.
An IoT system, in general, gathers data from devices transported to a local edge server or an access point
(generally called Gateway) through ad hoc local networks (ZigBee, WI-Fi, LoRa, Z-Wave, Bluetooth, etc.) and
then stores them either locally in the edge or in the cloud through the Internet. The stored data are
processed and exploited by the applications. Some applications could use the results of the processed data
to perform control operations on actuators connected to the ad hoc networks. In some worlds, an IoT system
can perform monitoring and control functions based on distributed sensors and actuators devices thanks to
the connectivity and computation facilities provided by the overall system as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Simplified IoT Architecture.

In this frame, two of the main objectives of the BRAIN-IoT project are to enforce interoperability across
heterogeneous IoT devices and also to enable the emergence of highly dynamic federation of heterogeneous
IoT platforms.
This means that the interoperability between systems, which can be both physical objects and existing
software components, is a key requirement to achieve by the BRAIN-IoT framework.
The interoperability can be defined as the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange
information and exploit it, the ability of systems to provide and receive services from other systems and to
use the services so interchanged to enable them to operate effectively together [3].
In order to better define how to design the BRAIN-IoT Architecture in order to achieve interoperability, it is
important to identify possible entities - both hardware and software – that could take part in federation.
A first distinction we make is between hardware entities and software entities, which are respectively
described below.
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2.1

Hardware Entities: The BRAIN-IoT Things

One of the main characteristics of IoT system is its possibility to interact with the physical world. This is
possible thanks to sensors and actuators that can be monitored and controlled remotely through ad hoc
communication infrastructure (ad hoc local networks) and, in many cases, including Internet. This paragraph
gives an overview of the different IoT devices that can be “connected” to these ad hoc networks. This
overview spans from simple end-nodes encompassing a single sensor and/or actuator to complex Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS), Gateways and Edge servers.
2.1.1

IoT Devices

An IoT device is an object able to interact with the physical word either getting specific information from the
surrounding environment for instance, temperature, humidity, state (open/close) of a window or a door,
carbon monoxide detection, or controlling some environment aspects such as light bulb (turn-on/off), water
pump (start/stop, regulate speed, throughput). This object receives different names at the system level: endnode, sensor/actuators nodes, smart object or smart device, etc. In this document, it will be also named IoT
Thing. Another characteristic of the IoT device is that they have communication capabilities.
IoT devices are part of what is call the Device or Edge domain at the border of the communication network
infrastructure.
From the functional and communication viewpoints, the IoT devices in this domain perform mainly the
following functions:
▪ In the upper link direction (from the Physical word/environment to the network):
detecting/reading/capturing information coming from the sensors in contact with the Physical world.
▪ In the downlink direction (from the network to the Physical word): transmitting the commands to the
actuators in charge of controlling the physical assets (light bulbs, machines, pumps, motor, etc.).
The next paragraphs will give a brief overview of the heterogeneity and complexity of the IoT devices
considering a bottom-up approach starting from the IoT device itself, communication infrastructure and
finally the Gateway or Edge server. The hardware associated to the Cloud, constituted mainly the Servers or
farm of servers are not developed here.

2.1.1.1

Sensor Node

A sensor node is the device in contact with the Physical world able to sense the environment characteristics
(for instance, quality of air, Temperature, humidity, identified if a door/window is closed or open, etc.) for
what it was designed and send the corresponding value to the IoT system.
A sensor node is constituted of four main modules: one (or several) sensor(s), a microcontroller, one or
several connectivity devices, and a power management unit. In the new generation of IoT sensor nodes, a
security module must be also included. Figure 2 illustrates these 5 elements.
▪ A Sensor is a transducer whose purpose is mainly to sense (that is, to detect) a characteristic of its
environment, by converting one form of energy into another. It detects events or changes in quantities and
provides a corresponding output, generally as an electrical or optical signal. In an IoT system, there will be
different type of sensors as the application require.
▪ A Microcontroller is in charge to get the information received from the sensor(s), processes and send it using
the connectivity module to the system application through a Gateway.
▪ A connectivity module is in charge of transmitting the information to the Gateway (Aggregation Point or
Mobile Gateway). The characteristics and performances of the connectivity module depend on the type of
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the local network and associated protocols. Most of the devices use one, or several, of the following
standards: ZigBee, Bluetooth, Z-wave, Wi-Fi, 2G, LoRa, Sigfox, or NB-IOT.
▪ A Power management module is in charge of managing the power consumption of the overall sensor node
in order to lengthen as much as possible the battery life and its operation autonomy.
▪ A security module is in charge of protecting the sensor node from external attacks that could alter its
nominal operation and in fine the overall system. This module is missing in most of the existing IoT devices.

Figure 2: Sensor Node Block Diagram.

2.1.1.2

Actuator Node

An actuator node is the device in contact with the Physical world able to drive/change/act on its connected
environment to modify its current state (for instance, to turn on/off the power supply of a given appliance or
a lamp bulb, open/close or regulate a vane, regulate the air conditioning machine, changes the parameters in
a machine, etc.) for what it was designed by applying the consign/value received from the IoT system.
An actuator node has a similar structure and modules like the sensor node. However, it has an actuator
element instead of a sensor. The data flow is in the opposite direction to a sensor node. The actuator receives
commands to control the machine or device interacting with the environment. The four other modules are
the same: a microcontroller, one or several connectivity devices, and a power management unit. In the new
generation of IoT actuator nodes, a security module must be also included in order to ensure security and
safety. An attack received in the actuator node, without the right level of security protection could produce
significant damages to environment and Physical word under control of the IoT system. Figure 3 illustrates
these 5 elements.
▪ An actuator is a kind of motor that controls or moves mechanisms or systems. It takes hydraulic fluid,
electric current, pneumatic or mechanical sources of power and converts the energy to facilitate the motion.
Some examples of actuators are: water pumps, lift, motors, light bulbs, switches, etc.
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Figure 3: Actuator Node Block Diagram.

2.1.1.3

Multiple Sensors & Actuators platforms

IoT systems use data (coming from the Physical world), algorithms (data analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Machine learning (ML)) and feedback to modify the behavioural of the engineered systems through sensing,
computation and actuation.
Figure 4 illustrates these different actions and it introduces the communication aspect due to the fact that
many times the data processing is done remotely (in the cloud) or locally (in the Edge). However for many
application, the current trend is to perform the processing as close as possible to the data generation for
instance in the Edge rather than in the Cloud. This is one of the main goals of BRAIN-IoT. Figure 4 depicts the
simplified functions performed by the abstract architecture depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 4: IoT System main action: Sensing, Computation and Actuation.

Figure 5 is a general representation of the Device and Gateway domains including the different hardware
elements that constitute them. It is a reference Architecture that includes the key components
sensors/actuators, communication (local ad hoc network), the Aggregation points and Gateways. All these
components are used to gather the data coming from the Physical world or to send the data to the actuator
to modify the behavioural of the associated Physical world.
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Figure 5: IoT Device and Gateway Domains.

Figure 5 depicts the Sensors/actuator nodes (represented by ‘S’ circles), the Aggregation Points (AP) and the
Gateways. This is the reference architecture of an IoT system used in most of the applications. The complexity
comes from:
▪ The diversity of Sensors and actuator nodes associated.
▪ The Processing power and the application running on top of;
▪ The connectivity used and its associated capabilities (protocols and transmission media )
▪ Wired : powerline, cable most of the them using the Ethernet protocol
▪ Wireless short range (BT, ZigBee, Zwave, Wi-Fi); large range (NB-IOT, 2G/3G/4G, LoRA, Sigfox, etc.).
▪ The Gateway used and its capabilities.
This complexity should be mastered by guaranteeing interoperability between all these components. This
interoperability is generally related to the communication between the sensor/nodes and the Gateway where
the compatibility at the protocol and the payload (transporting the data coming from the sensors or going to
the actuators) levels should be carefully ensured. Of course, this will also be related to the middleware used
in the IoT system.
The previous description corresponds to one or several sensors/actuators providing simple services such as
(Temperature, Humidity, etc.) and represented in Figure 5 as a ‘S’. However, these elements can be used to
represent more complex system, or system-of-systems, based on IoT System architecture for instance by
connecting Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS) like an autonomous vehicle, robots, drones, etc. In BRAIN-IoT both
types of systems are foreseen: one using IoT sensors and actuators (Critical Infrastructure Management Use
case) and the other using CPS/Robots (Service Robotics Use case). In the next section, we provide a
description of CPSs.
It is worth noticing that the current trend is to develop more intelligent and powerful “sensor/nodes” by
integrating new capabilities such as data fusion, artificial intelligence and machine learning allowing the
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processing of raw data near its generation place. This offers benefits such latency reduction and less
bandwidth and power consumption. The same kind of capabilities could be performed at the Gateway level.
2.1.2

Gateways and Edge servers

The Gateway domain is in charge of
▪ In the upper link direction, gathering the raw data coming from the sensor nodes, performing their
aggregation and transmitting the resulting frame (set of data) to:
o The local server, associated to the gateway, to locally process the data (in case of Edge
computing).
o The Cloud to remotely process the data (in case of Cloud computing).
▪ In the downlink direction, it will route the commands to the distributed actuators, on the local network
which will drive finally the actuators associated with the Physical equipment.

2.1.2.1

IoT Gateways Functional Operation

In general, a Gateway acts as a “protocol convertor and data router” between the IoT sensor/actuator nodes
and Internet. IoT gateways do not only make transmission medium abstraction but also provides encryption
to protect the data transmission and storage. Gateways usually run real-time operating systems (RTOS) or a
form of Linux. Figure 6 gives an example of a Gateway block diagram.

Figure 6: Example of a Gateway block diagram.

In reality, different types of Gateways exist in an IoT system performing different functions according to the
type of IoT implemented architecture. In Figure 1 we showed three types of Gateways as follows:
▪ IoT Aggregation Point: It is a gateway in charge of gathering data coming from the different sensor nodes
and sending the aggregate data in a single frame to a second Gateway with the capability to send the
aggregated data to the Cloud through Internet. In general, this gateway has also local capabilities, e.g.
collect the data in a local area and send them nearby (in the Edge) and not faraway (to the Cloud).
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▪ Gateway: This kind of gateway is in charge of receiving the data from the IoT Aggregation Point and
sending them to the Cloud through Internet. This gateway has routing, modulation and demodulation
capabilities allowing the data transmission/reception to/from Internet by using different Physical. Gateways
may also include other applications and features such as encryption and security, VPN, firewall, and Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP).
Mobile Device and Gateway: A mobile device is intrinsically a Gateway and is in general a Smartphone
or Tablet supporting the functions performed by the two previous Gateways, i.e. Aggregation point +
Routing and Modulation and demodulation. This mobile gateway also includes and run the Middleware to
handle the sensor/actuators nodes. They currently support sensors/actuators nodes using NFC, BT/BLE/WiFi protocols. These gateways can communicate locally with the Edge via Wi-Fi and remotely with the Cloud
through 2G/3G/LTE.
▪ Edge Server: It should be considered as a set of Gateway + Server (computing and memory) + Middleware
able to perform data processing (Analytics, AI, ML) and execute complex applications. The Middleware is in
charge of handling the communication with the sensor actuators nodes, via specific APIs, to perform data
gathering and/or transmit commands to the actuators. In BRAIN-IoT, sensiNact (c.f. Section 5.6.1 ) will be
used to perform these functions.
2.1.3

Cyber-Physical Systems

It’s very common to make confusion between what is an IoT system and a Cyber Physical Systems (CPS), for
some people both concepts are mainly the same because they are basically using the same technologies
basis: Embedded systems and Communication.
In this paragraph, we will define what is a CPS and its complementarity with IoT. In order to reach this goal,
we will start with some definitions coming from [26]:
▪ “Embedded system is software integrated with physical processes. The technical problem is managing time
and concurrency in computational systems”
▪ “CPS are integrations of computation with Physical processes”
In other words, Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are embedded systems interacting with its physical
environment. They are mainly autonomous system with strong control capabilities. Examples of CPS are for
instance: autonomous vehicles (cars, trains), robots, drones, autonomous building, etc.
The main difference with an IoT system is that IoT brings more sensors and consequently more information
which allow to make better decision and to allow remote access to factory and machines, in other words to
get information at anytime and anywhere. An IoT system allows the connection of CPS (system) to generate a
System-of-System by bringing large communication capabilities.
An example to illustrate this difference is for instance the CPS “autonomous car” based on the ADAS
(Advanced driver-assistance systems). Figure 7 shows the ADAS system architecture, which is composed by
various dedicated sensors (image, radar, Lidar, ultra-son), a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) precise
positioning sensor, and a car-to-infrastructure map. The data generated by video sensors will allow scene
understating based on computing vision Neural Network architecture (for control Display, bird-eye view, and
e-mirrors). The resulting information will be merged in the safety manager to decision making and send the
actuators control including driver intention. This CPS has a lot of similarities with an IoT system because it has
sensing, computation, actuation aspects as in IoT. However, the communication is locally performed. This
system is part of a Smart Mobility IoT system where the autonomous car is a smart object that communicates
with the infrastructure to ensure the autonomous driving as well as to get many other services provided by
the overall IoT system. The IoT system is in fact a system-of-system including the thousands of cars, the
infrastructure and the services around. The IoT will allow the communication and interaction between all
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these individual systems. The BRAIN-IoT use case “Service Robotic” is also a system-of-system application
where the Robot is a CPS and a smart objet for the associated IoT system. If the edge domain does not have
the communication capabilities with other remote systems, it would be a CPS.

Figure 7: Example of ADAS System Architecture.

2.1.4

Industrial Control Systems

The appendix in section 8 presents two main control systems SCADA and DCS, which are currently used in
the Industry (3.0). At the end of this Appendix, a comparison is done between the main characteristics of
Industry 3.0 and Industry 4.0.
2.2

Software Entities: The BRAIN-IoT Platforms

This section gives a brief overview of the different Software entities that will be used in BRAIN-IoT in the
Edge and Cloud IoT Platforms. BRAIN-IoT doesn’t have the goal to develop a new platform, the goal is to
federate the existing ones. In the paragraph Edge IoT platforms, the Service Fabric and sensiNact SW entities
have been selected by the project consortium as the SW that will be implemented in the Edge nodes.
However in the paragraph Cloud IoT Platforms, only the Federated platforms considered in BRAIN-IoT are
presented. Finally, additional Software entities required in BRAIN-IoT are also surveyed.
2.2.1

Edge IoT Platforms

Figure 8 shows a simplified view of the software stack required in an Edge IoT platform as well as the
software stack for the Cloud IoT platforms. An interoperability layer will be necessary to ensure the
interoperability between the Edge and Cloud IoT platforms.
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Figure 8: Simplified Software stacks (in green) for Edge and Cloud Computing.

2.2.1.1

Service Fabric

The Paremus Service Fabric [19] is a distributed platform that enables applications to be deployed to a
potentially very large set of nodes called Fibres. Fabrics may be rapidly formed from a population of Fibres
running either on premise or in a public cloud. In either case the application deployment process is as simple
as installing an application onto modern consumer device.
Fabric hosted applications are referred to as Systems; each consisting of many different collaborating
services. The host Fabric is responsible for automatically deploying each System’s services to the most
appropriate Fibres available, configuring them and then automatically wiring them together according to the
System’s requirements. Once a System is activated, the Fabric closely monitors the state of the deployed
services, scaling and re-locating these as required.
Although the Service Fabric supports any traditional application type for its services, from scripts to native
code, and therefore supports any protocol that these applications use to communicate, it is highly optimized
for fine grained OSGi applications using Distributed OSGi. Further details are available online and in section
5.5.1 of this document.

2.2.1.2

sensiNact

sensiNact [20] is a horizontal platform dedicated to IoT and particularly used in various smart city and smart
home applications. sensiNact aims at managing IoT protocols and devices heterogeneity and provides
synchronous (on demand) and asynchronous (periodic or event based) access to data/actions of IoT devices,
as well as access to historic data with generic and easy-to-use API. To achieve these objectives, sensiNact
comes with two complementary frameworks:
▪ sensiNact Platform interconnects IoT devices using different southbound IoT protocols such as Zigbee,
EnOcean, LoRa, XBee, MQTT, XMPP, as well as platforms such as FIWARE and allows access to them with
various northbound protocols such as HTTP REST, MQTT, XMPP, JSON RPC and CDMI. The gateway can
also host applications and manage them using an application manager module.
▪ sensiNact Studio proposes an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) based on Eclipse to manage the
existing devices, in addition to develop, deploy and manage IoT applications. sensiNact is further described
in Section 5.6.1.
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2.2.2

Cloud IoT Platforms

2.2.2.1

FIWARE

FIWARE [21] is an open-source middleware IoT platform offering a wide range of services, from low-level
data processing and storage to high-level data analytics and visualizations. FIWARE has often been used as
an IoT platform of choice for various European projects and is one of the IoT platforms that could be used in
BRAIN-IoT. FIWARE provides public and royalty-free API specifications and interoperable protocols for the
creation of new internet services and applications. Moreover, reference open-source implementations of its
components are freely available.
FIWARE is a curated framework of open source platform components which can be assembled together and
with other third-party platform components to accelerate the development of Smart Solutions.
The main and only mandatory component of any “Powered by FIWARE” platform or solution is the FIWARE
Orion Context Broker Generic Enabler, which brings a cornerstone function in any smart solution: the need to
manage context information, enabling to perform updates and bring access to context.
Building around the FIWARE Context Broker, a rich suite of complementary FIWARE components are
available, dealing with:
▪ Interfacing with the Internet of Things (IoT), Robots and third-party systems, for capturing updates
on context information and translating required actuations.
▪ Context Data/API management, publication and monetization, implementing the expected smart
behaviour of applications and/or assisting end users in making smart decisions.
▪ Processing, analysis and visualization of context information, bringing support to usage control and
the opportunity to publish and monetize part of managed context data.

Figure 9: FIWARE Context Broker.

FIWARE is not about take it all or nothing. You are not forced to use these complementary FIWARE Generic
Enablers but other third platform components to design the hybrid platform of your choice. As long as it
uses the FIWARE Context Broker technology to manage context information, your platform can be labelled as
“Powered by FIWARE” and solutions build on top as well. More details about FIWARE can be found on line at
https://forge.fiware.org/

2.2.2.2

SOFIA2

Sofia2 (Smart Objects For Intelligent Applications) [22] is a semantics-based IoT platform, utilizing ontological
models for the connection between the low-level device information and the applications. Sofia2 is one of
the platforms to be potentially used in BRAIN-IoT.
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SOFIA is a middleware architecture allowing for the interoperability of several systems and devices. It allows
making real information available for intelligent applications (Internet of Things).
SOFIA is Open-source, Multi-platform (compatible with MS Windows, Android, Linux, iOS), Multi-language
(supports Java, JavaScript, C++, and Arduino) and Communication agnostic (supports TCP, MQTT, HTTP
(REST and Web Services), Ajax Push, etc.)
Its goal is achieving interoperability among different applications that share semantic concepts.
After the end of the ARTEMIS Project, Indra kept SOFIA and ensured its maintenance and evolution by
creating a platform that focuses on enterprise use. So, the current version of the Platform is called SOFIA2
and the main updates were focused on the following areas:
▪ Adaptation to the enterprise environment: High availability operation with distributed data centres.
▪ Simplification of the use of the Platform, particularly in the Ontology development (ontologies became
lightweight), and Query language and SSAP including JSON like implementation besides XML.
▪ Support Big Data Interfaces (like Hadoop) to host huge amounts of data and data warehouse.
▪ Integration capacities with back-ends with standard protocols, e.g. Web Services, etc.
▪ Plug-in concept to expand the SIB.
▪ Integrated storage and GIS queries.
▪ Addition of pluggable security mechanisms.
▪ REST interfaces to connect easily from smart phones, devices, RIA applications, etc.

2.2.2.3

OneM2M

Eclipse OM2M™ [25] is an open-source IoT platform focusing on easy deployment in large and
heterogeneous domains. It is based on the oneM2M standard, which facilitates the integration of various
industrial domains. This makes the platform suitable for large-scale projects and applications, including smart
cities, smart factories, transportation and health care. From an architectural point of view, the platform is
designed as a protocol-independent kernel on which the various components of a specific application can be
plugged in as separate and reusable modules. The end points of an application, e.g. devices, sensors,
gateways, servers, etc., are considered as nodes which expose various services for which higher-layer
applications can subscribe in order to use. Such services include networking, device management, security,
etc. The platform supports the integration of third-party devices, which accelerates the deployment of a
functional IoT application.

2.2.2.4

SICA-EMALCSA

EMALCSA internally uses the SICA (“Sistema Integral del Ciclo del Agua” = “Integral System of the Water
Cycle”) platform for the exploitation and data processing in distributed environments. SICA is based on the
hierarchical architecture made of remote and central servers.
▪ The remote servers are in charge of managing the following information: organization structure definition,
information groups’ definition, data gathering, alarms definition and generation.
▪ The central servers are in charge of the following information: data and alarms warning, data processing,
data visualization, alarm treatment, and information publication.
SICA is optimized for the massive data capture, manually or automatically. For the acquisition, a DCP (Data
Collection Platform) Server is used.
SICA ensures data interoperability with many different origins and publishes the information in several
standards and protocols. This allows the communication between third parties that are heterogeneous
between them.
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2.2.2.5

MACRAUT

MACRAUT [23] provides hardware and software solutions for remote control and remote management for
water and energy environment sectors. MACRAUT commercialises the following three main products:
▪ PeCom System Hardware: Automata / RTU specially designed for remote control, fully resolved with radio
communication (radio, GPRS / GSM, WiFi, PS, using various protocols), and local register (Historical Logger).
Instrumentation: level measurement, pressure control, chlorine, electrical parameters, etc.
▪ BOX RTU, Remote stations integrating the RTU / PLC , modems , UPS, elements of protection and
automation functions suitable for applications in irrigation, water supply and drainage systems, pumping
stations, points of environmental control plants electricity production, etc.
▪ Tele-management Software PEview: SCADA and PEView Hydra (SCADA developed for monitoring
applications and remote control in the water, irrigation and energy sectors), and Business Intelligence
software tools SOFT -TOOLS, toolkit management, and analysis (energy management, historical and
parameterized reports, leak, web Services, Gis-SCADA.
2.2.3

Cloud Services

2.2.3.1

Dashboards

In BRAIN-IoT, Dashboards will be developed to facilitate the exploitation of the Data analytics performed in
the Cloud that can be used by the use case application. Appropriate graphical representations (including
Icons and mini-executable applications) will be developed in accordance with the data type and
corresponding analytics results. Figure 10 shows some examples such results representation.

Figure 10: Examples of Widgets Graphs, Bar charts, Benchmarking Reports.

2.2.3.2

Open Source Data

BRAIN-IoT will also develop the software required to recover Open source data from the web that could be
useful and appropriate for different Use cases, such as the Weather Forecasting services.
2.2.4

Software Applications

2.2.4.1

Modelling

A main objective of BRAIN-IoT is to introduce modelling and analysis tools to verify the functional
behavioural of the Brain-IoT architecture and the quality and performances of the software developed for the
market place such as smart behaviour.

In BRAIN-IoT, the virtual world will be created by modelling the main functional modules, e.g. required for
the project Use cases (Service Robotics and Critical Infrastructure Management), in order to validate, tune,
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optimize, etc. their system requirements in a more flexible way and to reduce the risks underpinning their
deployment.
Some challenges that BRAIN-IoT should address are to define the right abstraction level of the simulation
models to match performances and accuracy, define the interfaces to ensure interoperability with the existing
systems, synchronization with the Physical world, the diversity and heterogeneity of the systems to be
addressed, etc.

2.2.4.2

Dashboards

In BRAIN-IoT, Dashboards will be developed to facilitate the use and exploitation of the different results
issued from the control and monitoring applications related to the BRAIN-IoT uses cases. Appropriate
graphical representations (including Icons and mini-executable applications) will be developed in accordance
with the application type and information to be represented.
The ideal could be to provide a toolkit to end-users allowing the easy development and integration in the
Dashboard of the equivalent of “Widgets” (see Figure 11) in order to customize its supervision Human
Machine Interface and gain time and efficiency in the exploitation of the data processed,

Figure 11: Examples of Widgets: gauge level, a vane status, an event, system state, reports, and weather.

2.2.4.3

Business applications

The Internet of Things revolution is ongoing and is based on the availability of processing a huge amount of
information coming from the data sensed and transmitted by the Smart connected things.
The “Big data deluge” will be efficiently analysed and exploited creating higher levels of automation
(monitoring and control from anywhere at any time to any Vertical application) generating new opportunities
and new ways of decision making. The ITC (including the Cloud) technologies in conjunction with the Smart
connected things will play an essential role in this revolution. It will completely change the society and the
overall industry at all levels (design, production, exploitation, deployment, and services). This will also
strongly impact internal organizations and the business models.
Some examples of industrial applications allow getting the following benefits:
▪ Creation of more differentiated and customized products thanks to the flexibility offers by the on machine
sensors and data generation and processing.
▪ Reduction of production costs by increasing machines availability thanks to the capabilities providing by the
sensors detecting malfunctioning of actuators and thus improve maintenance plan before the machine
break down.
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▪ Improvement of production costs thanks to the machine to machine communication, machines will be
optimally used when they need to produce otherwise they should be stopped.
▪ Improvement of time-to-market by connecting back-office to factory by gaining time to launch the
purchase order and from the factory to back-office to be able to analyse how the Factory is well.
▪ Improvement of capacity distribution between factories thanks to the capabilities to communicate in realtime the production capacities and availability of two or more factories fabricating the same product in
order to optimize work load.
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3

BRAIN-IoT Requirements

This section presents the requirements extracted from stakeholders, use cases providers and the technology
partners. Note that at this stage of the project and for this deliverable, we will not prioritize or filter out
conflicting requirements, simply because we would need to involve the stakeholders to vote on which are the
most important. This will be done during the workshop that will be organized with external stakeholders for
which the results will be reported in D2.5 and D2.7.
A requirement describes a property of a system in conjunction with (if applicable) a measure to determine
whether the developed system covers the property and achieves the requirement. A Requirement can be
classified into one of these three types:
▪ Functional requirements are the fundamental or essential subject matter of the system. They describe
what the system has to do or what processing actions it must take. They characterize the externally visible
behaviour of a system by defining the functional interactions between the system and its environment.
▪ Non-functional requirements are the externally visible properties that the system’s functions must have.
They characterize the quality properties of architecture such as performance, security, scalability or usability.
▪ Design constraints impose restrictions on how the system must be designed.
In the reminder of this section, we first introduce the identified BRAIN-IoT system stakeholders then we
present a first set of requirements identified by the use cases providers and finally we describe the initial
technical requirements expressed by the technology partners.
3.1

BRAIN-IoT System Stakeholders

As part of the BRAIN-IoT WP2 activities, multiple stakeholders of the BRAIN-IoT system have been identified.
These stakeholders include several categories of people having interests in such a system and that are
expected to interact both directly or indirectly with the BRAIN-IoT system. The most important roles
identified during this activity and their relative responsibilities are described in Table 2.

Stakeholder
Platform Engineer

External Service Provider

Domain Expert

Federation Modeller

Deployment Manager
Platform Operator
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A person, group or an organization responsible for the development
and maintenance of the BRAIN-IoT platform.
A person who owns external cloud services or existing IoT platforms
who is interested to make available to the community his/her own
public services to be part of the federation. He/her takes part of the
community providing the access model of his/her services through
the public Marketplace.
A person, group or an organization who is an expert of the problem
domain. He is responsible for providing expert advice about the
application domain where the platform is going to be used.
A person who constructs the federation of IoT platforms and
services. This model is the visual representation of the structure
and behaviour of the federation specified by the federation
designer.
A person or group responsible for the definition of the criteria and
rules to be respected while deploying the artefacts implementing
the system.
A person with the command control in his hand. He is responsible
for directly interacting with platform in order to accomplish a
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specific task.
Table 2 - Stakeholders of the BRAIN-IoT System.

Notice that in D2.1 [RD.1] a set of stakeholders was already reported. These are specific to the project use
cases, i.e. Critical Water Infrastructure Management and Service Robotics. In the next section, a first
refinement of these stakeholders is provided for the Critical Water infrastructure Management use case.
3.2

Use Cases Perspective

The requirements depicted below are top-level requirements for the two use cases considered in the project.
They will be refined and prioritized in the forthcoming iterations of the deliverable D2.5 [RD.2] and D2.7
[RD.3]. For instance, it is intended to specify the maximum required delay or tolerated amount of time for the
functionalities.
3.2.1

Methodology for Collecting Requirements

The method to collect use cases requirements involved different lines of action. They span from the technical
reviews of the already existing system (e.g. SICA, robots) to the review of the proposed use cases (presented
in D2.1) and discussion with different persons within EMALCSA and Robotnic companies such as managers
and software and hardware developers. Additional and more general requirements were also collected by
reviewing the broad IoT literature.
3.2.2

Approach for Requirements Organization

Based on the methodology presented above, the collected requirements related to the use cases were
organized in three groups, namely generic which are common to both use cases and specific ones to each
use case. It is worth recalling that these are only initial top-level requirements.
Within these groups (each one is represented by a table below), requirements are described through triplets
(ID, REQUIREMENT, TYPE) where ID is the unique requirement identifier, REQUIREMENT is the description of
the requirement and TYPE states whether the requirement is functional or non-functional.
Requirements identifiers are of the form of <USE_CASE_PROVIDER>.<CATEGORY>.<NUMBER>, where
▪ USE_CASE_PROVIDER is one of the values:
o EMA: for requirements specific to the EMALCSA use case,
o ROB: for requirements specific to the Robotnic use case, or
o GEN: for generic requirements
▪ CATEGORY is one of the values:
o OBS (observation): capability of the system to collect information/data form sensors,
o CTR (control): capability of the system to send command to actuators,
o COM (communication): capability of the system to communicate
o SEC (security): requirements related to security and privacy,
o PRF (performance): requirements related to the system performance,
o MNG (management): requirements related to management capabilities,
o UI (user interface): requirements related to the system user interface,
o RES (resilience): requirements related to the system robustness and resilience
o MDL (modelling): requirements related to modelling capabilities.
▪ NUMBER is a sequential integer that is incremented within each category.
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3.2.2.1

Generic Use Cases Requirements

ID

REQUIREMENT

TYPE

GEN_COM_01

GEN_OBS_01

System shall allow distributed end-points (things, edges, servers,
clouds, etc.) to communicate
System shall allow communication between heterogeneous endpoints (potentially using different communication protocols).
System shall allow gathering data related to different aspects

Non
functional
Non
functional
Functional

GEN_OBS_02

System shall allow for visualizing data

Functional

GEN_OBS_03

System shall allow for things monitoring

Functional

GEN_OBS_04

System shall issue human readable alarms when required

Functional

GEN _OBS_05

System shall allow to configure alarms remotely

Functional

GEN _CTR_01

System shall allow to dynamically reconfigure things

Functional

GEN _CTR_02

System shall allow for parametrizing visualization

Functional

GEN _CTR_03

System shall be able to provide recommendation to the end user

Functional

GEN _CTR_04

System shall allow the end-user to take actions with respect to raised
alarms
System shall allow to dynamically integrate new (smart) behaviours

Functional

System shall guarantee that communication between the different
end-points is secure
System shall guarantee that information flow between the different
end-points is confidential.
System shall allow to authenticate things

GEN _SEC_07

System shall provide means to use protection boxes, e.g. IP68 for
things
System shall provide an authentication mechanism

Non
functional
Non
functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Functional

GEN _SEC_08

System shall allow to configure different privileges for different roles

Functional

GEN _SEC_09

System shall provide logging capabilities

Functional

GEN _PRF_01

System shall guarantee low-power consumption of things

GEN _PRF_02

System shall allow managing large number of things

GEN _PRF_03

System shall allow to store big quantity of data

Non
Functional
Non
functional
Functional

GEN _PRF_04

System shall support various data formats and sources

GEN _PRF_05

System shall allow to process and analyse big quantity of data

GEN _PRF_06

System should adapt and scale to a changing number of things,
potentially large
System shall enable to locate things

GEN_COM_02

GEN _CTR_05
GEN _SEC_01
GEN _SEC_02
GEN _SEC_03
GEN _SEC_04
GEN _SEC_05
GEN _SEC_06

GEN
_MNG_01
GEN
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_MNG_02
GEN
_MNG_03
GEN
_MNG_04
GEN
_MNG_05
GEN
_MNG_06
GEN
_MNG_07
GEN _UI_01

System shall allow to remotely parametrize things

GEN _UI_02

System shall provide a Web access to operator

GEN _UI_03

System shall allow the end-user to navigate between different views

GEN _RES_01

System shall be resilient to abnormal situations (faults and attacks)

GEN
_MDL_01

shall allow to model new prediction and recommendation procedure

System shall allow for extending things memory
Systems shall allow to easily replace things battery
System shall allow to remotely update things firmware
System shall allow to give addresses to things
System GUI shall be compatible with existing Web browsers

Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
Functional
Non
functional
Functional

Table 3 - initial requirements common to EMALCSA and ROB use cases

3.2.2.2

Critical Water Infrastructure Management Requirements

ID

REQUERIEMENT

TYPE

EMA_OBS_01

System shall allow to remotely monitor the quality of water in the
different steps of the water management process
System shall allow to remotely monitor water level in the Dam and the
intermediate deposits
System shall allow to remotely monitor water pressure in different
locations
System shall allow to remotely control Dam doors

Functional

System shall provide accurate predictions that guide Dam control
decision
System shall allow to remotely control pumping subsystem

Functional

System shall provide recommendations for controlling pumping
subsystem
System shall guarantee that predictions/recommendations are provided
in a reasonable amount of time
System shall guarantee that control commands are transmitted to
actuator in reasonable amount of time

Functional

EMA_OBS_02
EMA_OBS_03
EMA_CTR_01
EMA_CTR_02
EMA_CTR_04
EMA_CTR_05
EMA_PRF_01
EMA_PRF_02

Functional
Functional
Functional

Functional

Non
functional
Non
functional

Table 4 - initial requirements specific to the Critical Water Infrastructure Management use case.

In addition to the stakeholders of the BRAIN-IoT system listed in Section 3.1, EMALCSA identified additional
categories of stakeholders, which refine the ones presented in D2.1, as follows:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SW developers. For instance SICA developers.
HW developers. For instance the developers of the new remote station (data loggers).
High direction. For instance the Managing Director of EMALCSA.
Middle managers. For instance the coordinators of area.
Project managers. For instance the work managers.
System staff. For instance the people of EMALCSA system department.
ETAP staff. People that watch out the process, for instance through the HMI or the screens.
Workers. People that carry on the maintenance.

3.2.2.3

Service Robotics Requirements

ID

REQUERIEMENT

TYPE

ROB_OBS_01

System shall allow to monitor robots, items and their environment

Functional

ROB_OBS_02

Functional

ROB_CTR_01

System shall allow to detect obstacles and to notify operator
accordingly
System shall allow the operator to issue new loading commands

ROB_CTR_02

System shall enable to move loads from one point to another

Functional

ROB_CTR_03

System shall guarantee items delivery to the correct store

ROB_CTR_04

System shall allow robots to collaborate together in a smart and
organized way
System shall guarantee that moving an item to a target location is
done in a reasonable amount of time
System shall guarantee that notifications to the operator are
transmitted in a reasonable amount of time

Non
functional
Functional

ROB_PRF_01
ROB_PRF_02

Functional

Non
functional
Non
functional

Table 5 - initial requirements specific to the Service Robotics use case.

3.3

Requirements for BRAIN-IoT System

In order to tackle the challenges described in Section 1.1, the BRAIN-IoT platform focuses on complex
scenarios, where actuation and control are cooperatively supported by populations of heterogeneous IoT
systems. BRAIN-IoT platform aims to establish a practical framework and methodology suitable to enable
smart cooperative behaviour in fully decentralized, composable and dynamic federations of heterogeneous
IoT platforms. BRAIN-IoT platform builds on model-based approaches and open industry standards and aims
at supporting rapid development and deployment of applications and services in professional usage
scenarios characterized by strict constraints in terms of dependability, safety, security and privacy.
The BRAIN-IoT platform initial architecture has been designed around the few macro requirements, as
described in the following.
1. The approach to inter-Fabric communication should be both flexible and the choice influenced by
the QoS requirements of the interacting Services and the Capabilities of the participating platforms
within the BRAIN-IoT Federation.
2. In environments where participation is between two OSGi based Fabrics with ‘native’ BRAIN-IoT
Services one might legitimately chose to use native synchronous or asynchronous RPC or messaging.
The Fabrics bridged together and OSGi Remote Services visible across these bridges.
3. Where an interaction exists between BRIAN-IoT platform and BRAIN-IoT services running a non OSGi
enabled environment then either REST or XMPP based messaging may be more appropriate.
4. The requirements of the BRAIN-IoT system should be driven by the Use Cases not only directly
considered in the project but also additional ones.
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3.3.1

Methodology for Requirements Engineering

A set of technical requirements was acquired from the partners spanning the entire BRAIN-IoT project, in all
of BRAIN-IoT's different aspects: this includes specialists in orchestration, communication, discovery &
lookup, and in IoT-objects.
The approach taken was to ask each work package (which corresponded to the areas of orchestration,
communication, discover and devices) to analyse and formulate best practices by writing requirements for
the BRAIN-IoT system. Additionally, upon completion of the use cases specification, each work package was
requested to extract the requirements for certain functionalities, which an IoT system should have.
The reader should be aware that for this deliverable, the requirements from the internal partners are work in
progress. These initial requirements are listed in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. -Table
11 to start a traceable discussion and processing towards a unified list of BRAIN-IoT requirements. The
updated requirements list will be presented in D2.5 then in D2.7.
3.3.2

Approach for Requirements Organization

The collected requirements are organized into groups representing the BRAIN-IoT technologies, namely
Modelling, Smart Behaviours, Fabrics and Edge Nodes, Marketplace, Security and Privacy and the overall
Architecture. Each requirement is presented as tuple containing (ID, REQUIREMENT, TYPE, RATIONALE) where
ID is a unique identifier for the requirement, REQUIREMENT is the description of the requirement, TYPE states
whether the requirement is functional or non-functional and RATIONALE provides and explanation when
deemed necessary.
Requirements identifiers in this category are build according to the following scheme
<GROUP>.<WP>.<NUMBER>, where
▪ GROUP is the technology group on which is expressed the requirements and it is one of the followings:
o MOD for modelling
o SMB for smart behaviour
o FEN for fabrics and Edge Nodes
o MPL for marketplace
o SEC for security and privacy
o ARC for architecture
▪ WP is the work package on which the technology component is being developed in the project
▪ NUMBER is a sequence of integer incremented within each group.
3.3.3

Modelling Requirements
ID

Requirement

Type

Rationale

MOD_WP3_01

BRAIN-IoT shall provide the
modelling tool for designing
dependable smart Behaviours

Functional

MOD_WP3_02

The IoT-ML language shall
provide the ability to model the
data and device capabilities as
well as the system behaviours

Functional

The Modelling tool
shall offer the IoT-ML
model libraries for
typical IoT devices.
IoT-ML
is
the
modelling language
for BRAIN-IoT.
It will be used by the
modelling tool.
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MOD_WP3_03

MOD_WP3_04

The BIP modelling language shall
provide the ability to formally
model components interactions
and their behaviour
The BIP framework shall provide
tools
to
formally
verify
requirements
expressed
on
specific behaviour.

Functional

Functional

Table 6 - Requirements related to BRAIN-IoT modelling activities.

3.3.4

Smart behaviour Requirements
ID

Requirement

Type

Rationale

SMB_WP3_01

BRAIN-IoT
shall
allow
for
implementing smart behaviours

Functional

AI and ML features
will be added to the
use cases to achieve
the automatic and
intelligent control.

Table 7 - Requirements related BRAIN-IoT Smart Behaviours.

3.3.5

Fabric and Edge Nodes Requirements
ID

Description

Type

Rationale

FEN_WP4_01

The
system
shall
support
standard
communications
between objects

Design constraint

FEN_WP4_02

The system must allow Things to
collaborate between them for
reaching a defined goal
BRAIN-IoT shall provide the
capability
for
dynamic
deployment.

Functional

Standard
communications
between
objects,
from
a
communication
channel point of view
but also from a
semantic point of
view. (Standardization
of object semantic is
somehow similar to
the standardization of
MIB
(Management
Information Base) of
telecommunication
equipment).
I would expect that
the robots collaborate
for a goal.
It
enables
the
software artefacts to
be
imported,
validated, deployed,
and managed at the
appropriate locations.

FEN_WP4_03
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FEN_WP4_04

FEN_WP4_05

The
system
must
ensure
interoperability between objects
or between applications build on
top
of
the
BRAIN-IoT
Architecture.
The system must allow the
composition and/or aggregation
of several objects in order to set
up a new one.

Non functional

Functional

Objects
can
be
aggregated into more
complex object.

Table 8 - Requirements related to BRAIN-IoT Fabrics and Edges Nodes.

3.3.6

Marketplace Requirements
ID

Description

Type

Rationale

MPL_WP4_01
Table 9 - Requirements related to the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.

3.3.7

Security and Privacy Requirements
ID

Description

Type

SEC_WP5_01

Identity & rights management
should be managed in a central
point and provide, though a
secure way, user rights to each
component.
Only data coming from properly
registered and authenticated IoT
things and platforms can be
accepted.
Access to application can only
be gain through authentication
according
to
the
security
standard as specified in WP5
Role based authorization should
be completed by session based
authorization
Each data transmission over a
network should be protected in
terms
of
integrity
and
confidentiality.
The authentication services must
be able to scale to not be a
Single Point of Failure of the
BRAIN-IoT different platforms.
Integrity validation: The system
should
support
integrity
validation based on a rusted
execution environment

Non functional

SEC_WP5_02

SEC_WP5_03

SEC_WP5_04

SEC_WP5_05

SEC_WP5_06

SEC_WP5_07
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SEC_WP5_08

The system should have a
support
for
secure
communication via a secure
protocol

Functional

secure
start-up
procedure
that
includes
integrity
checking.
In order to guarantee
a
secure
communication
secure
protocols
should be integrated
in the M2M network.

Table 10 - Requirements related to BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy.

3.3.8

Architecture Requirements
ID

Description

Type

Rationale

ARC_WP2_01

BRAIN-IoT shall be designed in a
modularity style.

Design constraint

ARC_WP2_02

The system should have a
support for routing of data
based on content

Functional

A
modular
architecture is flexible
to
incrementally
evolve protocols and
other
“functional”
aspects.
A system may be
provided which is
operable
to
determine a routing
node for a data
object. The system
can
comprise
an
identifier
generator
operable to generate
an identifier for the
data object on the
basis of data content
thereof, and a lookup
engine operable to
compare the identifier
for the data object to
a routing table to
determine a routing
node for the data
element.

Table 11 - Requirements Related to the Overall Architecture.
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4

BRAIN-IoT Architecture Design

4.1

Methodology

This section presents the key concepts of the methodology for software architecture design adopted in
BRAIN-IoT. In particular, the basic design references and principles adopted in the architecture definition
process are presented, thus enabling the occasional reader to better understand the design choices taken by
the project consortium. Experienced readers, aware of the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard, might want to
skip this section.
4.1.1

Software Architecture Design Standards

The process used for software architecture design is based on ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 “Systems and
software engineering - Architecture description” Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. Such a
standard establishes a methodology for the Architectural Description (AD) of software-intensive systems. It
implies a workflow, which includes the following steps:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Identify and record the stakeholders for the architecture and the system of interest;
Identify the architecture-related concerns of those stakeholders;
Select and document a set of architecture viewpoints which can address the stakeholder concerns;
Create architecture views (one view for each viewpoint) which contain the architectural models;
Analyse consistency of the views;
Record rationales for architectural choices taken.

The IEEE 42010:2011 standard extensively uses viewpoints and views to document different aspects of a
software system allowing to focus on specific concerns and issues, while at the same time ensuring an overall
consistency of the architecture design. This approach has been validated in several success cases, showing a
higher quality of produced artefacts and outcome specification with respect to less-structured approaches
trying to tackle all issues in a single pass. Viewpoints are collections of patterns, templates and conventions
for constructing one type of view. One example is the functional viewpoint (and therefore the functional
view) which contains all functions that the system should perform, the responsibilities and interfaces of the
functional elements and the relationship between them.
4.1.2

Definitions

The following definitions are derived from Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. and from the
extensions provided by Rozanski and Woods in [2].
▪ Architecture: fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment, embodied in its elements,
relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution. In other words, it is the concept of a system’s
structure, properties, interaction with its environment, etc.
▪ Architectural Description: work product used to express an architecture, such as component diagram,
data flow diagram, etc.
▪ Stakeholder: an individual, team, organization, or classes thereof, having an interest in the realization of
the system
▪ Concern: an interest in a system, which is relevant to one or more stakeholders. It might be a requirement
(functional or non-functional) or an objective that a stakeholder has regarding the system.
▪ View: a set of models and descriptions representing a system or part of a system from the perspective of a
related set of concerns
▪ Viewpoint: collection of patterns, templates and conventions for constructing one type of view
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▪ Model: a simplified representation of an aspect of the architecture, could be in form of a UML diagram
▪ System-of-Interest: the system whose architecture is under consideration
The relationships between these concepts and the corresponding system-of-interests are shown in Figure 12.
The core of the modelling approach formalized within the IEEE 42010:2011 standard is composed of the
architecture view and the architecture viewpoint concepts. According to Errore. L'origine riferimento non è
stata trovata. , they are defined as follows.
▪ Architecture viewpoint: “Work product establishing the conventions for the construction, interpretation
and use of architecture views to frame specific system concerns”,
▪ Architecture view: “A representation of a whole system from the perspective of a related set of concerns.”
A viewpoint defines, in other words, the aims, the intended audience, and the content of a class of views and
defines the concerns that such views will address e.g. Functional Viewpoint or Deployment Viewpoint. A view
conforms to a viewpoint and communicates the resolution of a number of concerns (and a resolution of a
concern may be communicated in a number of views).

Figure 12: Architecture description concepts (Adapted from [1])

According to [2] using vision (view) and point of view (viewpoint) to describe the system architecture can
bring many benefits such as:
▪ Separation of concerns: Separating different models of a system into distinct (but related) descriptions
helps the design, analysis and communication processes by allowing designers to focus on each aspect
separately.
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▪ Communication with stakeholder groups: Different stakeholder groups can be guided quickly to different
parts of the AD based on their particular concerns, and each view can be represented using language and
notation appropriated to the knowledge, expertise, and concerns of the intended readership.
▪ Managements of complexity: By treating each significant aspect of the system separately, the architecture
can focus on each in turn and so help conquer the complexity resulting from their combination.
▪ Improved developer focus: Separating into different views those aspects of the system that are particularly
important to the development team, helps ensuring that the right system is built.
4.1.3

Software Architecture Design Process

In a software architecture design process there are several principles that should be followed to ensure a
high quality design. The different stakeholders should be engaged in the system design and their concerns
taken into account. There might be conflicting or incompatible concerns from different stakeholders which
must be dealt with. Besides, an effective way to communicate decisions and solutions should be
implemented and the whole architecture design process should be flexible and pragmatic to be able to deal
with changing requirements. The entire process should be technology-neutral.

1.1.1.1

Architecture Design Process

Rozanski and Woods have based the architectural design process on the following definition [2]:
"Architecture Definition is a process by which stakeholder needs and concerns are captured, an architecture to
meet these needs is designed, and the architecture is clearly and unambiguously described via an architectural
description."
The foundation for this process is the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard and the CPSwarm project used the
process proposed by [2], which is aligned to such standard (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Activities supporting architecture definition [2]

1.1.1.2

Architecture Viewpoints

Rozanski and Woods defined seven core viewpoints to document a software architecture. They are:
▪ Context viewpoint: The context viewpoint describes interactions, relationships as well as dependencies
between the system-of-interest and its environment. The environment includes those external entities with
which the system interacts, such as other systems, users, or developers.
▪ Functional viewpoint: Describes the system’s functional elements, their responsibilities, interfaces, and
primary interactions. A Functional view is the cornerstone of most AD. It drives the shape of other system
structures such as the information structure, concurrency structure, deployment structure, and so on.
▪ Information viewpoint: The information viewpoint describes the data models and the data flow as well as
the distribution of data along the system components. This viewpoint develops a complete but high-level
view of static data structures and information flows within the system being designed.
▪ Concurrency viewpoint: Describes the concurrency structure of the system and maps functional elements
to concurrency units to clearly identify the parts of the system that can execute concurrently and how they
are coordinated and controlled. This entails the creation of models that show the process and thread
structures that the system will use and the inter-process communication mechanisms used to coordinate
their operation.
▪ Development viewpoint: This is the viewpoint which addresses concerns from the developers’ point of
view. It describes how the software development process is supported, e.g. what conventions should be
followed and how the artefact management will look like.
▪ Deployment viewpoint: Describes the environment into which the system will be deployed, including
capturing the dependencies the system has on its runtime environment. This view captures the hardware
environment that a system needs (primarily the processing nodes, network interconnections, and disk
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storage facilities required), the technical environment requirements for each element, and the mapping of
the software elements to the runtime environment that will execute them.
▪ Operational viewpoint: Describes how the system will be operated, administered, and supported when it is
running in its production environment. The aim of the Operational viewpoint is to identify system-wide
strategies for addressing the operational concerns of the system’s stakeholders and to identify solutions that
address these.
As BRAIN-IoT is in the initial phase of the relevant system design, it has been chosen to focus on the context,
functional, information and deployment viewpoints to document the initial BRAIN-IoT architecture
design.
4.2

Functional View

Figure 14 represents the initial architecture of the BRAIN-IoT platform from a functional perspective.

Figure 14: Overview of components in BRAIN-IoT platform

BRAIN-IoT looks at heterogeneous IoT scenarios where instances of IoT architectures can be built
dynamically combining and federating a distributed set of IoT Platforms and IoT Things, which provide IoT
Services. The enabling functionalities are made available in the BRAIN-IoT Marketplaces and/or in Local
Repositories in the form of Service models, i.e. Service Descriptions, and Software implementations of
reusable components, i.e. Artifacts. Concerning the Artifacts, the ones supporting smart control features are
particularly relevant for the BRAIN-IoT challenging scenarios encompassing heterogeneous sensors and
actuators autonomously cooperating in complex, dynamic tasks, possibly across different IoT Platforms.
BRAIN-IoT will then develop a library of Artifacts implementing algorithms promoting collaborative contextbased behaviours, control solutions based on Machine Learning Control, real-time data analysis and
knowledge extraction techniques.
At the right of the functional architecture (Figure 14) are represented the building blocks that might take part
of the IoT federated platform providing the IoT Services, more specifically:
▪ IoT Things - i.e. physical Devices and Gateways. It represents all physical world IoT devices with sensing or
actuating capabilities, computing devices and includes complex subsystems such as autonomous robots and
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critical control devices. It is worth observing that BRAIN-IoT specifically aims to support the integration into
an IoT environment of devices and subsystems with actuation features that could possible give rise to
critical situations and require the implementation of distributed processing approaches
▪ IoT Platforms – instances of software components which can be classified in:
o Existing third-party services accessible through open interfaces and offering data or various
functionalities including data storage, data statistics and analytics, data visualization;
o Instances of open IoT platforms whose configuration and functionalities can be dynamically
updated. BRAIN-IoT will support different existing IoT Platforms including e.g., ALMANAC,
sensiNact, VIRTUS, SICA (supported by consortium partners) as well as FIWARE and SOFIA.
All the above IoT building blocks can be described by a set of open and extendable semantic and
behavioural models. This actually allows moving toward an easier, automated and dynamic integration within
the BRAIN-IoT environment of new and existing IoT Services, provided by IoT Things and IoT Platforms
available for traditional IoT applications. In fact, BRAIN-IoT defines a new meta-language, namely the IoT
Modelling Language (IoT-ML), which is used to describe the above set of models, enabling the formal
description of IoT Instances i.e., how a given set of IoT Things and Platforms are interconnected with each
other and federated. IoT-ML is based on existing solutions provided by OMG and W3C. To this aim, BRAINIoT provides a Modelling Tool to design the architecture of IoT instances and the logics for the
orchestration of the IoT Services, available in the Marketplace. The Modelling Tool is also used to develop,
automatically generating the source code from the model, novel smart control features, which are not
already available in the Marketplace, and that could possibly be published as Artefact in the BRAIN-IoT
Marketplace.
The BRAIN-IoT Fabric is instead in charge of offering the capabilities needed to support the dynamic
composition of a given set of IoT building blocks into a specific IoT Instance. The vision is to progress from
the fog computing paradigm and create distributed IoT Micro-cloud environments hosting IoT Services and
advertising their runtime capabilities. The resulting Micro-cloud environments are enhanced with
management capabilities that allow search and discovery operations and their dynamic federation to form a
specific IoT instance. The interoperability with the relevant IoT Platforms and Things is established by a
specific type of Artefact, which is called Edge Node. An Edge Node is responsible for the implementation of
the communication stack which enables the communication with the IoT Services w.r.t. the communication
protocol, the information model and the API to be used. These Nodes are dynamically fetched from the
Marketplace and deployed through the Fabric in such a way to set up a dependable and efficient federated
IoT architecture instance. These capabilities pave the way toward highly dynamic scenarios where IoT Services
can be composed and dynamically distributed between the edge and the cloud depending on variable
requirements, modelled leveraging on the Modelling Tool, and where IoT Instances can be fully reconfigured
adding/removing runtime new IoT building blocks from the federation. All the described management
capabilities will base on relevant industry standards i.e., W3C Web of Things, OSGi and Docker. The
orchestration process is conceived in such a way that it is possible to instantiate and/or link new and thirdparty IoT Services made available from the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.
A server for Authentication, Authorization and Accounting for the overall distributed fog environment and
an approach for end-to-end security for IoT data-flows are present to guarantee the protection of exchanged
data and the authorized access to the Marketplaces.
Before describing in detail each of these components, we first show how the proposed architecture addresses
the project technical objectives recalled in Section 1.2. The following table shows the seven Technical
Objectives targeted by the BRAIN-IoT project and how they are planned to be achieved, in the first iteration
of the project, by the subcomponents composing the first version of the BRAIN-IoT Platform architecture. A
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mapping between Technical Objectives and relevant architecture components has been done in order to
better clarify their mutual relation. This table will be updated in the next iterations of the BRAIN-IoT
architecture specification.
Technical Objectives

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Description

TO1

To enforce
interoperability
across
heterogeneous IoT
devices
autonomously
cooperating in
complex tasks.

TO2

To enable dynamic
smart autonomous
behaviour
involving actuation
in IoT scenarios

TO3

To enable the
emergence of
highly dynamic
federations of
heterogeneous IoT
platforms able to
support secure and
scalable operations
for future IoT use
cases

TO4

To establish
Authentication,
Authorization and
Accounting (AAA)
in dynamic,
distributed IoT
scenarios

End of Year1
This objective will be
achieved using the Edge
Node designed in the
BRAIN-IoT Fabric. It will be
dynamically
deployed
according
to
the
communication
protocol
used by the IoT devices and
IoT
platforms
to
be
integrated.
This objective will be
achieved by the Brain-IoT
Fabric and the smart
behaviours going to be
modelled and stored in the
BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.
Smart behaviours will be
dynamically deployed in
response
to
the
environment change.
BRAIN-IoT Fabric will be
designed in a hierarchic
structure
which
allows
encapsulation
and
information hiding. And it
will provide a clear view of
the modularity, boundaries
and service scopes to
support
scalable
operations.
Furthermore,
BRAIN-IoT
Fabric
will
provide
the
federation
features such as search,
discovery.
A
set
of
security
components
will
be
designed and implemented:
1. Authentication Service
2. Message Integrity Service
3. Authorization Service
4. Identity Administration
Service

Related
components

BRAIN-IoT Fabric,
Edge Node

Modelling Tool,
BRAIN-IoT Fabric,
Edge Node,
BRAIN-IoT
Repositories,
AI/ML Artifacts

BRAIN-IoT Fabric

BRAIN-IoT
Authentication
server
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TO5

4.2.1

To provide
solutions to embed
privacy-awareness
and privacy control
features in IoT
solutions

TO6

To facilitate rapid
model-based
development and
integration of
interoperable IoT
solutions
supporting smart
cooperative
behaviour

TO7

To enable
commissioning and
reconfiguration of
decentralized IoTbased applications

A framework supporting
privacy-by-design
paradigm, implementing an
impact
assessment
approach, is going to be
pursued. It will use threat
analysis
and
GDPR
fundamental principles for
IoT platforms.
The modelling tool will
allow to use BRAIN-IoT
modelling language to
design smart behaviours
graphically and To design
IoT applications composing
third-party IoT services and
platforms, and generating
the
needed
relevant
artefacts together with the
necessary metadata to be
released in the BRAIN-IoT
repositories.
The BRAIN-IoT repositories
is used to store the smart
behaviour artefact and also
the
external
platform
service description, which
can be reused and updated
based on the existing
external platforms.

The relevant task
starts at M6, so
the related
component will
be introduced in
the second
iteration of the
BRAIN-IoT
architecture.

Modelling Tool，
Modelling
Language

Modelling tool,
BRAIN-IoT
Repositories

IoT Modelling Language

BRAIN-IoT enables smart autonomous behaviour in IoT scenarios involving heterogeneous sensors and
actuators autonomously cooperating in complex, dynamic tasks. It will build a model-based framework, open
semantic models are used to enforce interoperable operations and exchange of data and control features,
while supported by model-based development tools to ease prototyping and integration of interoperable
solutions. One goal of the project is to design a modelling framework for the BRAIN-IoT project which can be
used to define semantic and behavioural models for data and device capabilities, suitable to virtualize
concrete physical world devices including also complex systems such as autofocus robots and critical control
devices.
The IoT modelling language (IoT-ML) federates the specifications of heterogeneous sub-systems within a
global IoT system. The language provides the necessary constructs to design the structural and behavioural
architecture of the system, the applications, and the software/hardware platforms. It is therefore expected for
the IoT-ML to be implemented as a UML profile that extends and aggregates syntax and semantics from the
UML-based standards (MARTE, SysML), the WoT standards, and the OSGi standards. A UML profile, such as
SysML and MARTE, is an extension of UML. It is composed of stereotypes that give additional syntax and
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semantics to the base UML elements that the stereotype extends. The stereotypes of IoT-ML shall mainly
extend base UML elements of UML class and composite structure models, and UML state-machine models.
The stereotypes of IoT-ML shall also extend or re-use MARTE and SysML stereotypes. The extensions shall
mainly concern the modelling of IoT properties and meta-data related to WoT Thing Descriptors or OSGi
requirements/capabilities.
4.2.2

Modelling Tool

The IoT-ML modelling tool of the BRAIN-IoT platform shall offer the capability to graphically design the
structure of an IoT system and its smart behaviours. The latter can be fetched from existing smart behaviours
repositories of the BRAIN-IoT platform, according to meta-data of the behaviours. The tool shall also be able
to generate code for the software, and its meta-data as, e.g., WoT Thing Descriptors or OSGi MANIFESTS.
Such (smart) IoT software should be publishable to the BRAIN-IoT marketplace and repositories. Finally, the
modelling tool shall be able to monitor or control the devices connected to the BRAIN-IoT platform.
4.2.3

Authentication Server & Access Management Layer

BRAIN-IoT AAA: provides the rights and authentication.
The Authentication and Access Management layer of BRAIN-IoT encompasses three main components:
▪ An access control odule, to be deployed in front of application in order to secure the access by
authenticating sources, and apply authorization rules
▪ An identity management module, providing interfaces to manage users and devices rights
▪ An identity broker module, supporting authentication function through certificates or identity federation
capabilities.
Authentication & Access Management Layer

Access control
module

Access secured
resources

Identity & security
Management
module
Manage
rights

Identity broker
module

Authenticate /
Register

Figure 15: Authentication & Access control layer modules.

4.2.4

4.2.4.1

BRAIN-IoT Repositories

Artefact Repositories

BRAIN-IoT Marketplace is a repository where manually developed software artefacts or generated by the
Modelling Tool or are stored. Software artefacts can also be uploaded manually on the Marketplace.

4.2.4.2

Service Descriptions Repositories

BRAIN-IoT Directory is a repository where Service Descriptions are stored. It can be private/local or
public/remote.
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4.2.5

BRAIN-IoT Fabric

BRAIN-IoT Fabric is an infrastructure that supports the dynamic deployment of software artefacts (i.e. BRAINIoT Servients, Edge Nodes, Smart Behaviour, etc.). BRAIN-IoT Node will provide core infrastructure for
interpreting and executing BRAIN-IoT Smart behaviours, including the validation of the security domains
involved, providing low-level device access, and managing the mapping of inputs and outputs. The node will
further provide support for asynchronous remote invocations, which is an OSGi standard, but not part of
most R7 runtimes.
▪ OSGi is an Open Industry standard for software modularity which used across many domains and by many
organisations. BRAIN-IoT OSGi Smart Behaviours will be deployable into any runtime environment that
provides support for a modern R7 OSGi runtime. The runtime management and orchestration of BRAIN-IoT
Smart Behaviours is a concern for each participating runtime environment.
▪ BRAIN-IoT artefacts MUST be accessed from an OSGi Alliance R7 compliant OBR repository. - This is good
as it provides a basis for validating completeness and provisioning out library dependencies.

4.2.5.1

BRAIN-IoT Federated Platforms

Federation - `the act of constituting a political unity out of a number of separate states or colonies or provinces
so that each member retains the management of its internal affairs`. A `Federation`, is an example of - a `Set`,
which is an abstract Composite Entity:
▪ Each Set has a Name.
▪ Each Set is comprised of one or more Members.
▪ Members must be granted membership to join the named Set.
▪ Trust between Members of the same Set is higher than trust between Members that reside in different Sets;
or belong to no Set.
▪ The importance of Boundaries / Visibility Scopes.
o The Boundary defines the Members within the Set and shields the internal inter-dependencies of
those Members from those external to the Set.
o However the Set may choose to advertise behaviours through the Boundary that may be of
interest to external Parties: i.e. Exposed Capabilities.
Each Member of a Set may itself be a Set: i.e. modularity at each layer of a structural hierarchy,
(https://www.osgi.org/developer/modularity/).

Figure 16: Structural Hierarchy, Modularity, boundaries and Interactions.

However, Modularity in itself is not enough.
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1.
2.

The dependencies between the Modules must be known, or simply to derive.
Then, the `nature` of these dependencies is critically important.

Whether the Composite Structure is Brittle or Agile to Change over Time is dependent upon whether the
Modules in the Composite Structure are loosely-coupled or rigidly-couple together: see the OSGi Alliance
white paper https://www.osgi.org/wp-content/uploads/AgilityandModularity2014v21.pdf.
In summary, if a dependency graph is expressed in-terms of the ‘Named’ Entities, then the graph Structure
is Fragile - no substitution is possible. If however the dependency graph is expressed in-terms of
Requirements and Capabilities; then substitution is possible; a Member may be replaced by a different
Member that offers the same Capabilities - the graph Structure is Agile / Adaptive.

4.2.5.2

Modular Structural Hierarchies & Real World Systems

Standard Cohesion and Loose Couple Modularity design principles should be applied at each layer of a
structural hierarchy; https://www.osgi.org/developer/modularity/.
▪ Software interacting with, managing, monitoring a physical Environment should be embedded within that
Environment: i.e. data-centre, manufacturing facility.
▪ Software Environments should not span Physical failure domains - i.e. across geographically separated
facilities or Cloud environments.
▪ Local - in Environment Software processes - can usually assume a Local Area Network: and so low latency,
high throughput, low-cost communication between local participating Members.
▪ Edge IoT devices connected via low-speed, high-latency networks may be associated with a specific
Environment; but these would not run infrastructure management Services for that Environment.
▪ From an Operational Roles and Responsibilities; an Environment should be owned by a single Entity.
If Cohesion principles are ignored, the relationship between physical and software topologies and
management domains is arbitrary resulting in overly complex and / or ill-defined / Operational dependencies
and so higher impact system failures.
Only when a well-defined mapping exists between a structural hierarchy and the underlying physical resource
landscape can one hope to respond appropriately to resource failures, environmental partitioning and
threats, and so realise the Operational objectives of Simplicity and Robustness.
Solutions should strive for a well-defined mapping between Physical and Software topologies.
1. Software Entities in the same physical location/management domain will most likely directly interact:
they will be part of the same Set.
2.

Entities should not directly interact with Entities in different Sets. Rather interactions should be via
exposed capabilities of the participating Sets.

3.

Processing and Data should be placed at the appropriate layer in the structural hierarchy to achieve
these objectives.

The
following
abstract
Use
Case
from
the
OpenFog
Reference
Architecture
(https://www.openfogconsortium.org/wpcontent/uploads/OpenFog_Reference_Architecture_2_09_17FINAL.pdf) illustrates a well-defined structural hierarchy.
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Figure 17: A Structural Hierarchy - OpenFog Reference Architecture Example.
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4.2.6

BRAIN-IoT Federations

A BRAIN-IoT Federation is the highest -or coarsest-grained layer- of modularity within the BRAIN-IoT
structural hierarchy.
1.

A BRAIN-IoT federation is formed of one or more BRAIN-IoT Member Environments.

2.

Each BRAIN-IoT Member environment contains one or more BRAIN-IoT nodes.

3.

A BRAIN-IoT node is an instance of an OSGi R7 complaint framework - supporting one or more
services and behaviours - that can run on any platform that supports a Java 8 (or higher) JVM. A
BRAIN-IoT Edge Node is able to interact with Physical Things: e.g. via use of dynamically loaded
W3C/WoT.

Modularity, Cohesion and Loose Coupling design principles mandate that participants within any one BRAINIoT Environment should only be accessible to an “external” Party (with the same Federation or Public), if the
participant’s Service/s are explicitly advertised as External Capabilities from that Environment.
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Figure 18: The BRAIN-IoT structure Hierarchy: Node ➤ Fabric ➤ Federation.

Figure 18 illustrates the hierarchical concepts proposed:
▪ A BRAIN-IoT Federation is comprised of a number of BRAIN-IoT Fabrics: 5 in this example. Fabric `Y` exports
a Service to Fabric `W`, Fabric `V` exports a Service to Fabric `U`. Fabric `U` exposes a Public REST service.
▪ Fabric `Y` - is shown to be composed of 5 OSGi Frameworks. These frameworks share services between
themselves, and one Service is also “bridged” to a Framework in an external Fabric (`W`).
▪ Framework `X` in Fabric `Y` is seen to host 5 bundles, these interacting via a set of local µServices. Two
Services are exported from Framework `X` to other members of Fabric (`Y`) as OSGi Remote Services.
To achieve this hierarchy, Mechanisms are required to:
▪ Control which Environments are members of which BRAIN-IoT Federations.
▪ Query a BRAIN-IoT Environment for Name, public Properties and exposed Capabilities.
▪ Wire together Services from different Environments in the Federation to provide the required runtime
behaviours.
With a view to enabling the following runtime behaviours:
▪ The ability to dynamically install Smart Behaviours into Edge Environments as required / on-demand.
▪ If appropriate stream local refined / processed data flows to generic data processing Services hosted in
remote Environments within the same Federation.
To conclude, a BRAIN-IoT Federation is not an arbitrary set of Peer-to-Peer services wired together in an anyto-any relationship. Rather, a BRAIN-IoT Federation is a modular structural hierarchy with a topology that
maps to the underlying Physical Environment.
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4.2.6.1

Assumptions & Constraints

Initially it will be assumed that:
▪ Environments within a BRAIN-IoT Federation are owned by the same Organisation; however these may be
run on physical hardware or Cloud environments owned by third parties.
▪ The ACE/LDAP authentication/services are aligned to each Environment: this providing a simple initial
approach to mapping of Security Domains/Organisational Units. Specifically it is assumed that the
Administrator will either:
o Have Administration rights for all the Environments involved
o Or will be coordinating with other Administrators that have required rights.
o Later, Environments with the same Federation might share the same ACE service. However to
achieve this, the option of Secure Tunnelling of Security tokens will need to be supported.
If a BRAIN-IoT Service is required to be Public, or an external 3rd Party Service is required - then discovery
and interaction will be via public DNS/HTTP Services; this managed & configured by the usual mechanisms
used by the Organisation.
4.2.7

4.2.7.1

BRAIN-IoT Nodes

Edge Nodes

Edge node acts both as client and server, which provides the bindings and parsers to set up the
communication with BRAIN-IoT Things and Platforms. It is a Java/OSGi entity that interacts with the local
BRAIN-IoT Fabric and the Thing or Platform to be integrated
▪ The Edge Node may pull Smart Behaviours/software updates from its local BRAIN-IoT Fabric or send metrics
to the local BRAIN-IoT Fabric.
▪ The Edge Node may be able to consume a Service Description and assemble required bindings and parsers
in response

4.2.7.2

Fog Nodes

Fog Node is a component implementing an application logic or a trained neural network using the services
provided by the Things and Platforms.
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5

Relevant Technologies

In this section, we overview potential technologies that are of interest to implement the BRAIN-IoT
architecture functionalities depicted in Section 4.2. In this initial iteration of the deliverable, we provide an
overview of the different foreseen technologies. Next iterations of this deliverable (D2.5 and D2.7) along
specific ones namely, D3.3 on modelling, D4.2 on nodes and fabric and D5.4 on security and privacy, will
provide more details on how these technologies will be integrated and/or extended to achieve the proposed
architecture.
5.1
5.1.1

IoT Modelling Language
OMG- Standard Languages

The Unified Modelling Language provides system architects and software engineers the means for analysis,
design, and implementation of software-based systems as well as for modelling business and similar
processes. UML is a graphical modelling language providing both structural diagrams and behavioural
diagrams to describe the system architecture. UML in itself is not a methodology but only a language that
can be extended for domain-specific modelling. Indeed, since UML 2.0, the language provides the UML
profile mechanism. By defining a UML profile, the language engineer can specify stereotypes, with new
attributes, that extend the base UML meta-classes. By applying a profile on a model, the stereotypes can be
applied on base UML elements, giving them domain-specific syntax and semantics. Within BRAIN-IoT, part of
the IoT Modelling Language will be implemented as a UML profile. Our concepts can then be described in
the graphical diagrams.
In particular the class and composite structure diagrams of UML are of particular interest to describe an IoT’s
structural architecture. The class diagrams will be used for, e.g., data, component attributes, and component
operations modelling. The internal structure of the modelled components can then be described within
composite structure diagrams. Such views give the designer a better understanding of the inter-connections
between components and their collaborations.
In terms of behaviours, we shall use the UML state-machine diagram, completed with the activity diagram, to
describe smart event-based behaviours with procedures to execute upon event triggers. A state-machine
model is composed of states that can have activities executed upon entry, stay, and exit. State transitions are
triggered by explicitly modelled events. States may also execute in parallel. The activity model is composed of
actions that may be opaque or correspond to
Another behavioural diagram that shall be used in BRAIN-IoT, is the sequence diagram to describe
communication protocols of IoTs. The sequence diagram describes interaction models. Such models are
composed of lifelines representing objects which exchange messages chronologically. Messages may be
synchronous or asynchronous (blocking or non-blocking). Control flows can be described in interaction
models thanks to combined fragments.
UML is not only an empty syntax. At the Object Management Group, several UML semantics specifications
have been standardized under the executable UML. Executable UML is subset of UML limited to classes,
composite structures, activities and state machines for which a precise semantics are defined. These
semantics are standardized in fUML (Semantics of Foundational Subset for Executable UML Models), PSCS
(Precise Semantics of UML Composite Structures) and PSSM (Precise Semantics of UML State Machines). Any
model conforming to the Executable UML subset is by construction executable by tools implementing fUML,
PSCS and PSSM.
5.1.2

The BIP Language

The BIP language, introduced in [4] , supports a component-based methodology for building systems from
atomic components. It uses connectors, to specify possible interactions between components, and priorities,
to select amongst possible interactions.
Atomic components are finite-state automata that are extended with variables and ports. Variables are used
to store local data. Ports are action names, and may be associated with variables. They are used for
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interaction with other components. States denote control locations at which the components await for
interaction. A transition is a step, labelled by a port, from a control location to another. It has associated a
guard and an action that are, respectively, a Boolean condition and a computation defined on local variables.
In BIP, data and their related computation are written in the C language.
For a given valuation of variables, a transition can be executed if the guard evaluates to true and some
interaction involving the port is enabled. The execution is an atomic sequence of two micro-steps: 1)
execution of the interaction involving the port, which is a synchronization between several components, with
possible exchange of data, followed by 2) execution of internal computation associated with the transition.
Composite components are defined by assembling sub-components (atomic or composite) using connectors.
Connectors relate ports from different sub-components. They represent sets of interactions, that are, nonempty sets of ports that have to be jointly executed. For every such interaction, the connector provides the
guard and the data transfer, which are, respectively, an enabling condition and an exchange of data across
the ports involved in the interaction. For a model built from a set of component we assume that their
respective sets of ports and variables are pairwise disjointed.
Given a set of interactions, the composition of the components is a compound component where the
behaviour, described as a transition system, is obtained by the synchronization of sets of transitions of the
underlying components. The resulting set of variables is resulting from the union of the set of variables and
the associated guard (resp. update relation) is the conjunction of the individual guards involved in the
transition.
Finally, priorities provide a means to coordinate the execution of interactions within a BIP system. They are
used to specify scheduling or similar arbitration policies between simultaneously enabled interactions. More
concretely, priorities are rules, each consisting of an ordered pair of interactions associated with a condition.
When the condition holds and both interactions of the corresponding pair are enabled, only the one with the
highest priority can be executed. Non-determinism appears when several interactions are enabled. In the
following, when we introduce probabilistic variables, we will thus have to make sure that non-determinism is
resolved in order to produce a purely stochastic semantics.
BIP can model various types of synchronization. Using less expressive frameworks e.g. based on a single
composition operator, often leads to intractable models. For instance, BIP directly encompasses multiparty
interaction between components. Modelling multiparty interaction in frameworks supporting only point-topoint interaction e.g. function call or binary synchronization, requires the use of protocols. This can lead to
overly complex models with complicated coordination structure. Similarly, priorities in BIP allow expressing
scheduling policies or general arbitration mechanisms between interactions in a declarative way. The use of
scheduler components and explicit coordination between components may also obscure the overall design.
The use of multiparty interactions and priorities confers a highly expressive power [5].
5.1.3

W3C Web of Things

In general, the mission of W3C Web of Thing is to counter the fragmentation of the IoT. In spring 2015 the
WoT Interest Group (IG) was chartered to identify the key application building blocks that would turn a
fragmented IoT into an interoperable Web of Things. End of 2016, W3C Members chartered the WoT
Working Group (WG) to standardize the identified building blocks. Both the Thing Description (TD) and the
accompanying Binding Templates are in the context of service description. The other two building blocks,
the Scripting API for a common IoT runtime system similar to the Web browser and cross-cutting Security
and Privacy guidelines have other purpose, and hence are not discussed in detail in this document. Figure 19
shows an abstract WoT architecture highlighting the main use cases and how the building blocks come into
play.
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Figure 19: WoT Architecture and used building blocks (sources: https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/).

In addition to the common Thing-to-cloud and Gateway use cases, the WoT Architecture1 also addresses
Thing-to-Thing interaction (including resource-constrained devices) and complementing existing devices.
Relying on common Web technologies such as JSON and JavaScript, WoT also fosters a seamless integration
of IoT into the World Wide Web.
The WoT Thing Description (TD)2 is the central and only mandatory building block of a WoT-enabled
system. It can be considered as the “index.html for Things”. The TD comprises semantic metadata describing
the Thing itself (e.g. name, location, application context, and software and hardware versions), the offered
services in form of formally defined WoT Interaction Patterns (i.e., Properties, Actions, and Events), the data
model used in messages, and relations to other Things expressed through annotated Web Links [RFC8288].
Properties expose internal state of a Thing that can be directly accessed (read) and optionally manipulated
(write). Typical use cases are configuration parameters, sensor readings, and set-points that control actuators
through Thing-internal logic (i.e., a set-point can be updated instantaneously, while the underlying physical
property adjusts over time in the background). Things can also choose to make Properties observable by
pushing the new state after a change to registered observers following best effort mechanisms (e.g. CoAP
Observe).
Actions allow to invoke functions of a Thing. These manipulate the internal state of Thing in a way that is not
possible through setting Properties. Examples are changing internal state that is not exposed as Property (i.e.,
hidden state), changing multiple Properties, and changing Properties over time or with a process that shall
not be disclosed. Usually, Actions model physical processes that need time to complete (e.g. opening a
valve), but can also be used to abstract RPC-like calls of existing platforms.
Events cover the push model where state change notifications, discrete events (e.g. alerts), or streams of
values are sent asynchronously to the receiver. Events may be triggered through conditions resulting from
internal state of the Thing and could not be observed through Properties. Events are different from
observable Properties in that their data cannot be accessed at any time, but only when a notification is
emitted by the Thing.

1

https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-architecture/
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The Thing Description and the presented interaction model is backed by a formal Semantic Web ontology
(i.e., OWL), which makes the semantic descriptions machine-interpretable. Figure 20 shows the core model in
form of a UML diagram. Additional diagrams of the data schema and security model can be found in the
latest Working Draft2 Being Linked Data, Thing Descriptions have natural extension points: importing
additional Linked Data vocabularies allows for further annotations of each data element (e.g. the Thing itself,
Interactions, data schemas, and links).
By default, TD instances are serialized in a JSON format that also allows JSON-LD 1.1 processing. The latter
provides a powerful feature to represent knowledge about Things in a machine-understandable way due to
the usage of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and related Semantic Web tooling such as SPARQL
query processors and reasoners. This tooling is in particular helpful when organizing TDs in a directory, which
then can expose powerful semantic lookup interfaces.
The following example in Figure 21 shows a simple TD instance in JSON-based serialization describing a
CoAP-enabled lamp secured with DTLS. It offers each a Property, Action, and Event, which should be
sufficiently described through the human-readable “description” field. Note that this example is minimalistic
and does not have any machine-interpretable annotations about the semantic meaning of the offered WoT
Interactions.
The WoT Binding Templates3 is an informational document that explains how the TD model, vocabulary,
and extension points are used to describe concrete devices and protocols such as HTTP, CoAP, and MQTT.
Moreover, it provides an initial set of templates that can be reused to describe Things of existing ecosystems
such as OCF or LWM2M.

2
3

(https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-thing-description/
https://www.w3.org/TR/wot-binding-templates/
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Figure 20: Thing Description core model.
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{
"id": "urn:dev:wot:com:example:servient:lamp",
"name": "MyLampThing",
"description" : "MyLampThing uses JSON-LD 1.1 serialization",
"security": [{"scheme": "psk"}],
"properties": {
"status": {
"description" : "Shows the current status of the lamp",
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/status"
}]
}
},
"actions": {
"toggle": {
"description" : "Turn on or off the lamp",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/toggle"
}]
}
},
"events": {
"overheating": {
"description" : "Lamp reaches a critical temperature (overheating)",
"type": "string",
"forms": [{
"href": "coaps://mylamp.example.com/oh"
}]
}
}
}
Figure 21: Example of a Thing Description

Furthermore, the document explains how TD entries are used to configure a vanilla protocol stack to
generate message that will be understood by the targeted IoT device. For instance, both OCF and oneM2M
use CoAP, but they have their own CoAP dialects to encode information. These are documented in the
“forms” field of TDs using a generic CoAP vocabulary, which can be fed to a generic CoAP implementation to
produce an interoperable message.
5.2

IoT Modelling Tool

The modelling tools of BRAIN-IoT offer the capability to describe and exploit the IoT Modelling Language
(IoT-ML) models, described in Section 5.1.
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5.2.1

Papyrus

Papyrus is an open-source Unified Modelling Language (UML) modeller that implements the UML language
specification and its representations (e.g. diagrams). Papyrus also provides a framework to implement
Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSML) as UML profiles. A UML profile is an extension of UML. It is
composed of stereotypes that give additional syntax and semantics to the base UML elements that the
stereotype extends. The Papyrus framework allows customising the UI of the modeller a UML profile. IoT-ML
can be implemented with such a framework. Figure 22 shows the Papyrus modelling environment with its
different UI elements.

Figure 22: Papyrus modelling environment, example of UML state machine diagram.

In Figure 22, there are UI elements for the edition of the diagrams.
▪ 1) CSS-enabled diagram editor: the editor shows the diagram representing elements of the model. The
editor enables applying CSS style sheets to customize visualisation. For example elements relevant to the IoT
domain may be represented with shapes illustrating sensors and actuators, rather than plain UML graphical
representations.
▪ 2) Diagram palette: the diagram palette contains tools to create model elements in the diagram. For
example, the palette can be customized to only contain stereotypes of the IoT-ML.
▪ 3) New diagram/table: the new diagram/table menu allows creating diagrams specific to the DSML. In IoTML, for example, only a subset of UML diagrams may be useful.
In Figure 22, there are also UI elements for the edition of the model itself.
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▪ 4) Model explorer: the model explorer shows a hierarchical view of the model elements that are not
graphically represented in diagrams.
▪ 5) New child: the new child menu allows to directly create model elements of a DSML without using
diagrams.
▪ 6) Properties view: the properties view of a language allows to edit the properties of an element selected in a
diagram or the model explorer
In BRAIN-IoT, there should also be tools that use the IoT-ML models for analysis (e.g. model checking to
verify security requirements), implementation (e.g. code generation), runtime exploitation (e.g., monitoring),
and marketplace interaction.
For requirements verification, we propose to use the BIP tool, by first transforming IoT-ML models, in
Papyrus, to BIP framework. For code generation purposes, we propose to use existing Papyrus Software
Designer code generator frameworks to develop new generators necessary for code and meta-data (e.g.
Thing Descriptor) generation from IoT-ML models. Papyrus Software Designer is a plugin for Papyrus which
generates code in different programming languages from UML-based models, like IoT-ML. Currently the tool
supports C++ code generation for software components and state machines modelled in UML. C code
generation support is under development.
The runtime exploitation capabilities of the modelling tool can be based on the Papyrus interaction with
sensiNact. The latter has a data model that can be updated according to the states of the devices connected
to the sensiNact platform. From the data model, users can also query the sensiNact platform with a RESTful
API (e.g., GET, SET). Therefore the modelling tool shall synchronize its IoT-ML model, in Papyrus, with the
sensiNact data model for monitoring purposes. Queries can be launched from the modelling tool with menus
and inputs implemented in Papyrus. Such features should be developed within BRAIN-IoT.
Finally, in terms of interaction with the BRAIN-IoT marketplace and repository, the modelling tool should be
able to fetch smart behaviours from the repository, according to their meta-data, and integrate them into the
current design. The tool should also be able to publish compiled executables, and their meta-data, to the
BRAIN-IoT marketplace and repository. Such features should be developed within BRAIN-IoT.
5.2.2

The BIP Framework

The BIP framework offers a formal modelling language (see section 5.1.2) and set of formal verification tools
allowing for rigorous system design. Furthermore, it enables automatic code generation for distributed and
centralized targets from high-level models. The framework is illustrated in Figure 23. It is based on a system
modelled in BIP consisting of the nominal model (how the system behaves when all environment
assumptions are met) and possibly of the faulty/attacked model (how the system behaves in case of errors or
attacks). The system can be validated by simulation using the BIP Compiler and Engines. The BIP compiler
allows generating C++ code, while the BIP engine enables the execution of the generated C++ code (and
therefore simulation). The BIP language, compiler and engine are described in http://wwwverimag.imag.fr/New-BIP-tools.html. A more thorough validation of the model can be done by using
▪ SMC-BIP that implements a statistical model-checking (SMC) technique. A qualitative or quantitative
property is specified in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) which is checked on the
system represented by multiple simulations. A yes/no verdict is provided for the satisfaction of a qualitative
property, while a satisfaction probability and confidence interval is computed in the case of a quantitative
property.
▪ iFinder which applies a compositional verification technique based on invariants to check the satisfaction
of safety requirements for timed systems, e.g. dead-lock or time-lock freedom.
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The BIP framework allows in addition performing:
▪ Automatic translation from higher-level models to BIP, e.g. TASTE, AADL
▪ Distributed code generation and sound model-to-model transformation
▪ Fault Detection Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) analysis. It applies synthesis techniques (i.e., a correct-byconstruction approach) for obtaining FDIR components from the system design, requirements to
ensure and recovery strategies.

Figure 23: The BIP framework.

5.3

AAA Layer

BRAIN-IoT AAA layer is composed of three main modules:
▪ An access control module,
▪ An identity management module,
▪ An identity broker module.
5.3.1

Access control module

This module is in charge of protecting application by authentication and check permissions of each external
request. This module could be deployed:
▪ As a standalone container (such as a reverse proxy), between clients and the application to be protected,
or
▪ As a component to be deployed in the same machine / container than the application to protect.
5.3.2

Identity broker module

This module provides an authentication server supporting the main mechanisms such as Kerberos, login /
password, certificates, etc. It also supports Identity Federation such as SAMLv2 and OpenID Connect in order
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to rely on third party authentication services. As described in Figure 24, this authentication server is used as
authentication HUB to access services protected by the access control module.
3. Check permission

Access control
module

4. Access
granted

2. Access to resource

1. Authenticate

Identity broker
module

Figure 24: Access to resources sequence.

This identity broker is hardened with no direct management capabilities and can be deployed as standalone
container supporting auto-scaling through technologies such as Kubernetes.
5.3.3

Identity & security Management module

This module is based on an application which allows to:
▪ Manage user and devices rights and permissions
▪ Deploy dynamically access control module
▪ Manage Identity Broker service configuration
This application is available through 2 kinds of interfaces:
▪ Web REST API
▪ Web based user interface shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: HMI.
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5.4
5.4.1

BRAIN-IoT Repositories
OSGI OBR

The BRAIN-IoT market place is a runtime OSGi OBR compliant repository:
▪ To which created BRAIN-IoT Smart Behaviours are released to.
▪ From which Required BRAIN-IoT runtime behaviours may be dynamically loaded.
It is proposed that BRAIN-IoT follow OSGi enRoute best practices with respect to build and release and - and
so the BRAIN-IoT marketplace will be Maven / OBR repository. Any Maven compliant repository may form
the bases for the Market Place.
5.5
5.5.1

BRAIN-IoT Fabric
PAREMUS Service Fabric

The Paremus Service Fabric is a modern OSGi R7-compliant MicroCloud / Cloud platform that can be
deployed upon local physical or virtual compute resources, and / or run in Third Party Cloud environments
(see https://docs.paremus.com).
The Paremus Service Fabric provided the deployment, runtime Orchestration and Configuration capabilities
for SensiNact nodes and orchestration behaviours for BRAIN-IoT Smart behaviours. The Service Fabric
requires Java 8 or later enabled compute resources on the same local area network.
Fabrics can be securely bridged together allowing Services deployed to separate Fabrics to securely
interoperate.
A Fabric Federation Viewer with provide visibility of set of Fabrics with a defined set - and visible of
appropriate metrics from those Fabrics.
The Modularity, Cohesion and Loose Coupling principles present are technology / implementation agnostic:
they are equally applicable to any technology used to implement BRAIN-IoT.
SensiNact is an OSGi based agent that enables the collection, processing and redistribution of data, its
programming interfaces, allowing different modes of access to data (on-demand, periodic, historic, etc.): see
https://projects.eclipse.org/proposals/eclipse-sensinact.
As the Paremus Service Fabric and the SensiNact OSS projects are both native OSGi runtimes; the initial
native BRAIN-IoT Federation implementation will leverage relevant OSGi specifications to create the required
mechanisms.
However, as OSGi enables structural modularity, and BRAIN-IoT is structurally modular environment,
adaption is possible and alternate approaches to defining Federations - catering for non-OSGi native
environments - may be subsequently explored.
Service Fabric capabilities are being extended as part of the BRAIN-IoT project. Enhancements include:
▪ Creation and Management of Geographically Distributed Federations: Intended to enable the
‘Federation’ of a number Fabrics into a - potentially - distributed management entity: e.g. a Federation
consisting a number of Fabrics each installed in a separate Factory location. To achieve this, the Service
Fabric discovery mechanisms need to be generalised to support Discover mechanisms that span multiple
Fabrics. Also a new management layer is required to view the status of the Fabrics within a Federation.
▪ Arbitrary Software Components: The ability to deploy an arbitrary Smart Behaviours. The concept of
deploying an arbitrary artefact was supported by the Service Fabric - however the approach is being
modernised and generalised further to support Brain-IoT requirements. The intention will be to standards
these efforts via the OSGi Alliance.
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▪ Environment Triggered Installation: The Service Fabric deploys functional components into a runtime
Environment. In contrast - in BRAIN-IoT an environmental trigger may require new functional behaviours to
be installed. To enable this, for BRAIN-IoT two new behaviours are required:
o Flexible reactive Environment Discovery Mechanisms.
o Ability to dynamically install and manage a specific Smart Behaviour as a reaction to an
Environmental trigger.
The above three areas build upon the Service Fabric product to deliver the necessary platform infrastructure
flexibility for Brain-IoT.

5.5.1.1
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Initial Approach
Each BRAIN-IoT Environment - that is to be a member of a BRAIN-IoT Federation - joins a subset of
its Nodes to the named Federation, i.e. an intra-Fabric Gossip cluster.
Each BRAIN-IoT Environment hosts a Federation Agent. This agent implements a simple Remote
Service which when queried responds with Name, public Properties and exposed Capabilities. The
suitability
of
the
OSGi
ClusterInfo
specification
https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.cmpn/7.0.0/service.clusterinfo.html will be assessed.
A BRAIN-IoT Federation Viewer may be started on any Fabric within the Environment.
The Federation Viewer Administrator displays public properties and Capabilities advertised from each
participating Fabric.
Provided with this information the Administrator - if having appropriate credentials - may now create
required Service Bridges between selected Fabrics. The 'Service Bridging' enables specified Services
to be securely wired together across Fabrics.

All of these activities are achieved with secure discovery and remote services: the Environments and the
Services are not publicly visible.
BRAIN-IoT Federation Agent: The BRAIN-IoT Environment Agent responds with the following information
summarising its local BRIN-IoT environment:
i.
Fabric Name (Environment Name)
ii.
Organisational Owner
iii.
Physical Location
iv.
Systems Imported & Runtime Status
v.
Management URL
vi.
Exported Services - both `Public Services` & Service in available for bridging between Fabrics.
Internally, this will be represented as an OSGi DTO and so easily mapped into other representations: see
https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.core/7.0.0/framework.dto.html - follow-on options may include publishing
information as DNS SRV records, as a Thing Description of the BRAIN-IoT Environment - etc.
BRAIN-IoT Federation Viewer: The Federation Viewer is a browser based Service used to display Fabrics
participating in the Federation in which the Viewer resides. Information will include:
▪ Viewing Fabric Resource Summaries provided by each Fabric.
▪ Providing the ability to click through to a selected Fabric's login URL.
▪ Viewing Alerts forwarded from Fabrics in a Federation.
Service Scopes & Bridges
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The initial implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Service wire-up implementation will leverage the OSGi Remote
Services (https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.cmpn/7.0.0/service.remoteservices.html) and Remote Service
Administration (https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.cmpn/7.0.0/service.remoteserviceadmin.html).
The approach will leverage the following Remote Service Admin capabilities:
▪ Configuration - Allow bundles to describe Endpoints as a bundle resource that are provided to the
Distribution Provider.
▪ Selective - Not all parties are interested in all services. Endpoint registries must be able to express the scope
of services they are interested in.
‘Endpoint Event Listener services are not always interested in the complete set of available Endpoints because
this set can potentially be very large. For example, if a remote registry like [5] UDDI is used then the number of
Endpoints can run into the thousands or more. An Endpoint Event Listener service can therefore scope the set of
Endpoints with an OSGi LDAP style filter. Parties that can provide information about Endpoints must only notify
Endpoint Event Listener services when the Endpoint Description falls within the scope of the Endpoint Listener
service. Parties that use some discovery mechanism can use the scope to trigger directed searches across the
network.’
The OSGi Remote Services specification is about the distribution of services. This specification does not
outline the details of how the distribution provider knows the desired topology, this policy aspect is left up to
implementations. In many situations, this is a desirable architecture because it provides freedom of
implementation to the distribution provider. However, such architecture does not enable a separation of the
mechanisms and policy. Therefore, this Remote Service Admin specification provides an architecture that
enables a separate bundle from the distribution provider to define the topology. It splits the responsibility of
the Remote Service specification in a number of roles. These roles can all have different implementations but
they can collaborate through the services defined in this specification.

These roles are:
Topology Managers - Topology Managers are the (anonymous) players that implement the policies for
distributing services; they are closely aligned with the concept of an OSGi management agent. It is expected
that Topology Managers will be developed for scenarios like import/export all applicable services,
configuration based imports- and exports.
Remote Service Admin - The Remote Service Admin service provides the basic mechanism to import and
export services. This service is policy free; it will not distribute services without explicitly being told so. An
OSGi framework can host multiple Remote Service Admin services that, for example, support different
configuration types.
Discovery - To implement a distribution policy, a Topology Manager must be aware of what Endpoints are
available. This specification provides an abstraction of a federated Endpoint registry. This registry can be used
to both publish as well as consume Endpoints from many different sources. The federated registry is defined
for local services but is intended to be used with standard and proprietary service discovery protocols. The
federated registry is implemented with the Endpoint Event Listener service.
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5.5.2

AIOLOS

AIOLOS is a framework for scalable component-based (mobile) cloud applications. The framework is built on
OSGi, a popular component runtime on Java. Hence, AIOLOS shares a lot of the same concepts as OSGi. In
fact, any well designed OSGi application should be able to run and benefit from the AIOLOS framework in a
distributed environment.

5.5.2.1

Component and Services

Applications in AIOLOS are defined as a number of loosely coupled software components, that can provide
well-defined interfaces to other components, called services. Communication between components happens
by calling methods from these service interfaces.
Components run in a component runtime, which manages the component lifecycle, dependency resolution
and service lookups. The AIOLOS framework is built on top of the OSGi framework, hence using the OSGi
component (mostly called bundles in OSGi) definition, lifecycle management and dependency resolution
mechanisms.

5.5.2.2

Remote service: importing and exporting endpoints

To run in a distributed environment, components have to communicate over the network using a remote
procedure call protocol. To allow remote method calls, AIOLOS provides an implementation of the
RemoteServiceAdmin specification.
As shown in Figure 26, at the service producer side, the RemoteServiceAdmin generates a so called endpoint
of the hosted service, which is accessible over the network. At the service consumer side, the endpoint is
imported and the service is proxied. This way, component A can still perform method calls to service s. The
RemoteServiceAdmin is responsible for forwarding these calls to the remote endpoint and execute the
method offered by component B.

Figure 26: Aiolos Remote Service

5.5.2.3

Service proxies

Proxying services are also used in AIOLOS in order to gather monitoring information about the components
and their services, as well as to hide remote or local execution from the application bundles.
For each service, AIOLOS generates a dedicated service proxy as shown in Figure 27 and hides all other
service instances for the application. This way, all method calls of the service will first pass the AIOLOS proxy,
allowing to gather monitoring information such as how many times a service is called, or how much time is
spent in these method calls.
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Figure 27: Aiolos Service Proxy

Also, when a method is called, the AIOLOS proxy can decide to which service instance the call is forwarded.
For example on a mobile device, AIOLOS can decide whether the method should be called locally, or
offloaded to the cloud (i.e. when not enough CPU resources are available on the device). In a cloud scenario,
this can be used to balance the load over different component instances.

5.5.2.4

Nodes and the Cloud

Each machine that runs the AIOLOS framework is called a node. A node can be either a physical or a virtual
machine, a mobile device or a server. All nodes are connected by a network, and components can be
distributed and scaled among all the interconnected nodes, an example is shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Aiolos Nodes and the Cloud

The goal of AIOLOS is to manage all nodes and running components in order to optimize the application,
e.g. by offloading in a mobile computing scenario, or by scaling in a cloud scenario.

5.5.2.5

AIOLOS architecture

AIOLOS is built on top of OSGi, and is modular by itself. The AIOLOS middleware can be split up into three
layers: the core, monitoring and deployment layer as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Aiolos Architecture

The core layer provides the basic building blocks enabling service distribution and proxying:
ProxyManager. The ProxyManager creates a proxy of each service, and hides all service instances behind
this proxy instance. This allows to capture all service method calls for monitoring, and also enables to decide
at runtime to which instance service calls are to be dispatched, by providing a so called ProxyPolicy.
RemoteServiceAdmin. The RemoteServiceAdmin bundle implements the RemoteServiceAdmin OSGi
specification and can export and import service endpoints in order to enable remote method calls. The
protocol used is based on R-OSGi, and uses kryo for fast serialization of objects.
TopologyManager. TopologyManagers of different nodes exchange endpoint descriptions, enabling to
share services between interconnected nodes. At the moment, the TopologyManager just shares all services,
but a more complex strategy (only sharing required services) could be implemented.
The monitoring layer collects information on service level and node level:
ServiceMonitor. The ServiceMonitor receives events each time a service method is called, and aggregates
monitoring information of all services.
NodeMonitor. The NodeMonitor monitors system-wide metrics such as CPU and memory usage. The
implementation is currently based on the Linux /proc filesystem, and thus will not work on operating systems
like Windows.
The deployment layer provides components to look-up and to deploy components, and to start or stop new
VMs in a cloud environment for scaling out:
Repository. The Repository bundle implements the Repository OSGi, which exposes a number of component
artifacts (i.e. the .jar files) and indexes their capabilities for dependency resolution.
DeploymentManager. The DeploymentManager provides an interface to start, stop or migrate components.
The component artefacts and their dependencies are fetched from a Repository, i.e. the one hosted on the
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management node. When starting a component, also its dependencies are resolved using the Felix Resolver
implementation.
CloudManager. The CloudManager is only of purpose in cloud environments, and provides an interface to
start, stop and configure new virtual machines. Currently there is an implementation available for the
OpenStack cloud, but as it is based on the jclouds library, it should also work on other clouds with little effort.
Finally, the PlatformManager provides a unified interface to the AIOLOS platform, accessible for 3rd party
applications. For example we provide a UI bundle that builds on top of the PlatformManager and provides a
web-based user interface to the AIOLOS bundles, as an extension of the Apache Felix Web Console.
5.5.2.6

Aiolos and BRAIN-IoT

In BRAIN-IoT, the behaviour will be deployed by the BRAIN-IoT Fabric, Aiolos could be one fabric candidate.
It provides the capability to deploy the software components on the device or in the Cloud. Components and
services are automatically wired together and communication through remote procedure call protocols. In
addition, software components can be deployed on any of the connected devices at runtime. Depending on
the required CPU load and the available network connectivity, components can be easily, migrated or scaled
to meet the performance requirements.
Compared to Paramus Service Fabric, it provides less functionality. However, it is an open source software. In
the technical function of review, both enable the discovery, remote service by implementing the OSGI
Remote Service specification. The limitation of Aiolos is its runtime is java-based, since in BRAIN-IoT, the
behaviour artefacts released by the modelling tool be C, C++ or python based, in this case, Aiolos cannot
fulfil it.
On the other hand, in Aiolos, there is not the concept of selective, which means the endpoint registries are
able to express the scope of services they are interested in. So, one endpoint will suffer a large number of
element service published by other endpoints.
To build the Federation environment using Aiolos, we can have an initial approach as following:
1. Each BRAIN-IoT Federation platform can be seen as a subset of AIOLOS nodes.
2. Each BRAIN-IoT Environment hosts a Federation Agent, Each agent implements both remote service
admin and service proxy.
3. Aiolos implements the Apache Felix OSGi Bundle Repository (OBR) repository specification, which
exposes a number of component artifacts (i.e. the .jar files) and indexes their capabilities for
dependency resolution.
4. A platform manager provides a unified interface to the AIOLOS platform, accessible for 3rd party
applications. For example, we provide a UI bundle that builds on top of the platform manager and
provides a web-based user interface to the AIOLOS bundles, as an extension of the Apache Felix Web
Console.
5. ProxyManager: creates a proxy of each service and hides all service instances behind this proxy
instance. This allows capturing all service method calls for monitoring, and also enables to decide at
runtime to which instance service calls are to be dispatched, by providing a so called ProxyPolicy.
Hence, Aiolos, as an open source software, could be a candidate of the BRAIN-IoT fabric to provide the
primitive functionalities.
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5.6

BRAIN-IoT Nodes

5.6.1

SensiNact

Eclipse sensiNact is built out of two main elements: the sensiNact gateway and the sensiNact studio. The goal
of sensiNact gateway is to provide a unified access to local and remote devices, offering a unified API to third
parties. This API is then used by sensiNact studio, which provides facilities for gateway monitoring and
application creation.
The following paragraphs will detail those two elements, explaining Figure 30 which shows the overall
architecture.

Figure 30: Eclipse sensiNact overall architecture.

5.6.1.1

SensiNact gateway architecture

The interaction between the gateway and other entities are performed through a set of north bound and
south bound bridges. The REST API, which is a north bound bridge, is highlighted on Figure 31 since it’s a key
part in our architecture.
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Figure 31: Eclipse sensiNact gateway architecture.

The goal of the bridges is to manage the communication with devices and services, which can be local or
remote. On one hand, south bound bridges are in charge of collecting data from sensors and services, and to
send orders which will be performed by actuators. On the other hand, north bound bridges are specialized in
interacting with remote systems. Thanks to those bridges, it’s possible to make third party systems aware of
devices & virtual resources known by the gateway.
The REST API is designed for the administration of the gateway. This administration can be performed
directly by an administrator, or using the studio, which provides easy to use views for monitoring the
gateway and creating applications.
All the communications of sensiNact gateway are converging to a central piece: the core gateway. This
element is in charge of the overall coordination of information, involving two managers: the device manager
and the application manager.
The device manager, with its associated database stores all the information regarding devices. This includes
devices availability, and also devices properties, location, etc.
The application manager is a bit more complex. It manages the applications, following devices availability
and updating applications life cycle. It offers a plug-in facility, to extend its behaviour. The two main plugins
are the Event Condition Action plugin, and the Complex Event Processor plugin. The Event Condition Action
plugin provides the basic structure for creating applications. It allows the triggering of rules, based on event.
Then, a condition can be evaluated, and actions performed accordingly. Of course, events, conditions and
actions are related to devices, using the device manager. Using the Esper Engine, the Complex Event
Processor plugin is able to generate high level events based on low level ones. For example, it’s possible to
know that two events occur in a given time interval, with a given order. The events generated by the CEP
plug-in can be used in the ECA plugin.
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5.6.1.2

sensiNact Studio architecture

Figure 32 shows a screenshot of the studio. The view ➀ is the Gateway View. It summarizes the main
information used by the studio for accessing the gateway (IP, port, etc.). All information (and more!) can be
edited using the two links which open preference pages. At the bottom of the view, a button triggers the
connection and disconnection to the sensiNact gateway.

Figure 32: Eclipse Studio screenshot.

When the studio is connected to the gateway, the devices, services and resources are displayed on the device
navigator (➁ in Figure 32). This tree view shows an easy to browse catalogue of all the elements the user can
interact with. By double clicking on a resource, actions are performed on the gateway, current values are
retrieved.
The Outdoor deployment view ➂ displays devices on a worldwide map, using pinpoints. Clicking on a pin
point, a pop up appears and gives advanced properties about the associated device.
The editor ➃ provides an interface for creating applications using a domain specific language. Because this
language has been formalized, the editor provides syntax coloration, auto-completion and syntax checking.
5.7

Machine Learning

Widely used Machine Learning frameworks and libraries:
▪ Tensorflow. Framework for carrying out numerical computations using data flow graphs. Has an
architecture that allows to distribute scalable computation on any CPU or GPU, be it desktop, server, and
even mobile devices. Bindings for C++ and Python. Can be used through Keras. Has a great tool for
visualization, Tensorboard. Supports distributed training.
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▪ CNTK. Deep learning toolkit that describes neural networks as a series of computational stepts via a
directed graph, allowing parallelization across multiple servers and GPUs. Supports C++, C#, Java
(experimental support still) and Python. Can be used through Keras. Supports distributed training.
▪ Caffe. Deep learning framework that works well on GPU for convolutional neural networks, but not as
efficient for recurrent neural networks and other architectures. C++, binding for Python.
▪ Keras. High level neural network library written in Python not meant to be a full end-to-end framework but
to serve as an interface and provide high level of abstraction. Supports CNTK and TensorFlow seamlessly
and offers their advantages regarding the use of both CPU and GPU resources. Great for prototyping,
probably should not be used for production (performance is always worse than using TensorFlow directly,
and some flexibility is missed too by using Keras).
▪ Theano. No longer in development since September 2017.
▪ Torch. Library for scientific and numerical operations, great support of ML algorithms, powerful
implementation of matrices operations, linear algebra routines and neural network models. Based on Lua,
bindings for C and Python (PyTorch). Very flexible and efficient, makes use of GPU with very simple and
clean API (DataParallel) and uses also a directed acyclic graph to define any model but unlike Tensorflow, in
Torch the graphs can be modified dynamically. This allows for a better debugging experience (again, a very
important factor in ML models development) and also offers additional possibilities for techniques like
recursive neural networks. The API is cleaner and needs less boilerplate than Tensorflow, it is generally
considered more developer friendly specially for debugging and it does not suffer from the penalization in
performance (and flexibility) that the Tensorflow + Keras alternative does. Still lacks distributed training and
a tool as powerful as the one Tensorboard offers for visualization. It has integration with Caffe2 through
direct support of ONNX.
▪ Apache-MXNet. Deep learning framework, scalable to multiple GPUs and CPUs, supported by non-Google
public cloud providers. Supports C++, Python, R, Scala, Perl and others. Support for ONNX models. Dynamic
debugging (like Torch?), allows offline training and deployment of models to low-end devices with limited
CPU and RAM.
▪ ScikitLearn. Python ML library, very useful for building and prototyping. Clean and elegant API, lots of
algorithms, not the most efficient with GPU. Even if not used for ML models, it offers additional secondary
but useful features that can complement other frameworks.
▪ Spark-MLlib. ML library usable in several languages (Java, Scala, Python, R). Interoperations with Numpy
and R libraries. Can be plugged into Hadoop. Great option for large-scale data. Clean API inspired by
ScikitLearn.
▪ MLPack. Scalable ML library fully implemented in C++ with binding for Python also. Simple API.
▪ Deeplearning4j. Deep learning library written for the JVM with implementations of many ML algorithms
and APIs for Java, Scala, Clojure and even Python through Keras.
Many of the most popular available ML libraries and frameworks today offer Python APIs. It must be noted
that these APIs or bindings are thin layers that make use of an implementation that is almost always C/C++
based (with Torch and PyTorch being the notable exception). There is not a single abstraction layer or shared
model or definition format between them, and even if there was any we have the example of Keras which has
support for several of the most popular options (Tensorflow being the most popular right now) but at a cost
in performance.
It must not be overlooked that there is a very important reason behind the popularity of Python APIs and
bindings for state-of-the-art ML technologies: Python is the most comfortable language (including the
libraries like Numpy, Pandas, Matpotlib, etc), for data scientists and ML experts that are not software
engineers that allows integration with a C/C++ backend. It is also a great option to write prototypes and
modify them while debugging, something that is essential for the development cycle of ML models.
This topic will be expanded in D3.2 but, regarding performance in production environment: the classic
approach to develop and deploy ML models would be to use a flexible environment for exploration and then
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translate, port or re-write the models to an efficient C/C++ based implementation. But currently, for almost
any known ML technique there are implementations in the aforementioned frameworks and libraries that
take advantage of accelerated computing using GPU. By this factor alone any performance advantage gained
with pure C++ implementations is becoming almost irrelevant, when GPU computing is available.
Some tools used by ML existing frameworks worth of mention:
▪ CUDA. NVIDIA s language for programming GPUs, a feature that was and is a driving force of what is
known as Deep Learning. Although it is not the only available option it is the most popular and well
supported right now across existing ML libraries and frameworks.
▪ BLAS. Specification for low level routines to perform linear algebra operations. Any high level binding like
Python Numpy library will use a BLAS library. There can be huge differences in performance between
different BLAS libraries implementations.
Technologies for integration and configuration of production environments where ML models are to be used:
▪ Flask. Popular microservice framework used to expose on-demand ML models.
▪ Kubernetes. Orchestration system for containerized applications, very popular right now. Works with Docker
and other container tools. Almost a must use to achieve scalability outside of public on-cloud solutions, it is
also offered as a service in all major providers (MS, Google, Amazon).
▪ Spark. Framework for cluster computing, allowing data parallelism and fault tolerance across entire clusters.
APIs for Scala, Java, Python and R. Modular architecture that includes MLlib, SQL API (this is quite recent)
and Streaming to ingest data in mini-batches. Spark Dataframes are similar to the homonymous structures
in other languages and libraries, but in Spark these Dataframes can be distributed across a cluster. They are
the common basic element of its API and thanks to that, the Spark APIs for the different supported
languages offer the same performance.
▪ Kafka. A distributed streaming platform, which acts like a message broker but storing streams of records in
a fault-tolerant durable way. The communication runs over a simple TCP based protocol that has clients in
many languages. Kafka is a platform suited to manage scalable and environments where heterogeneous
clients can produce and consume data using the same model, in batch mode or real time, sharing the same
model or updating the production environment model with new data sent to an analytics/training
environment. It can be used to integrate different ML technologies also.
▪ ONNX. A definition for a computational graph model, operators and data types. Allows saving network
weights and model definitions in a format supported by CNTK, PyTorch and Caffe among others. Great
direct support by all major non-Google ML actors. It also has converters for Tensorflow and Keras models
(and also ScikitLearn, XGBoost and LibSVM).
▪ PMML. Definition for an interchange markup language to define predictive models produced by data mining
and machine learning algorithms like SVMs, Naive Bayes, clustering, decision trees, regression models, and
multi-layer neural networks. Trained models in TensorFlow can be exported in PMML format. It was a de
facto standard for model interoperability but the rising of ONNX (pushed by Microsoft and Facebook) and
its XML syntax are making it lose popularity and support among current libraries and frameworks. The same
organization that defined PMML, the Data Mining Group, has created a successor, PFA, but it is unclear how
much support it will gain.
ONNX looks like a good option for neural network models interchange. About integration of ML models with
the rest of the software, it is obvious this is a field where much advancement is to be made yet.
Containerization is already considered a good practice in ML development, so it should not be a problem for
BRAIN-IoT architecture to encapsulate non-Java/non-OSGi stacks in opaque artefacts.
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6

Proof-of-Concept Specifications

6.1

Critical Water Management Infrastructure

6.1.1

Provisional monitoring system (UC-01.02)

6.1.1.1

Description

Use Case ID

UC-01.02

Use Case Name

Provisional monitoring system

Version

1.0

Author

Diego Fernández

Involved Actors

Rain Gauge
Tecdesoft new remote station
SICA
Deposits

Preconditions

The rain gauge is installed in the location
The rain gauge is connected to the new remote
The new remote is switched on and configured to transmit to SICA
The new remote starts to measure and send SICA the data of rain
SICA is configured and working, it is able to receive the data and process

Trigger

The timer for measurement expires
In some situations, it is necessary to deploy monitoring systems into the EMALCSA
infrastructure (network or plants) in order to receive some signal.

Brief Description

Usually, a way to measure physical values from the infrastructure is to install in
control points or in defined locations a sensor (like flowmeter), the sensor connected
to a PLC through an analogic signal, and an industrial Ethernet switch connected to
the PLC, the HMI and the access point. The data is sent to SICA.
But in this PoC the new remote station would be used, and with it the PLC would
not be necessary. The remote would be an IoT device that will be connected with
SICA through GPRS communication. This measurement system will be deployed in
some water deposits in the city of Coruña.

Post-conditions

SICA shows monitoring information and possible alerts of smart measuring related
with the rain.

BRAIN-IoT support to The BRAIN-IoT could provide the knowledge and the resources for improving the
the use case
system in order to develop it as IoT scenario.
Main relevant BRAINIoT key features
Relevant
objectives
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6.1.1.2

Proof of Concept

EMALCSA is planning to install several rain gauges in some deposits of the water infrastructure. The rain
gauges will be connected to an IoT remote station and it will collect the data of the pluviometry. The remote
stations will transmit the information to the IoT platform SICA. This scenario represents a rain gauge network
connected with SICA in order to retrieve the information of the rain that occurs in the deposit location.
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6.1.1.3

Architecture

6.1.1.4

Rain Gauge

A rain gauge is an instrument used by meteorologists and hydrologists to measure precipitation (e.g. rain,
snow, hail or sleet) in a certain amount of time, in our scenario it will measure the rain. It usually measured in
millimetres. Rain gauge is a meteorological instrument for determining the depth of precipitation (usually in
mm) that occurs over a unit area (usually one meter squared) and thus measuring rainfall amount.
The rain gauges in this Proof of Concept (PoC) will be installed in the location of some deposits of water in
Coruña city, and they will be connected with the remote station developed by Tecdesoft. The deposit only
indicates the location of the rain gauges, the water storage does not have interaction in this PoC or any
function related to the deposit management.
The rain gauge is not chosen yet.

6.1.1.5

New Remote Station

The new remote is basically a data logger developed in Tecdesoft Company, it has a GPRS module for the
connection with the SICA through the mobile network.
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This remote uses a protocol developed in Tecdesoft called FLEX protocol, different from other ones defined
with the same name.
It contents a microchip PIC24FJ256GB410 and is programmed in ANSI C.
This remote device would not be a BRAIN-IoT Edge Node, it would be a “Thing” in the infrastructure of this
IoT scenario.
The remote can be installed into a box to provide hardiness and protection against environment elements,
like humidity, rain or dust. The remote also can be installed in Line DIN because the remote is prepared for
that. The part powered by a two batteries, and they would be inside the box
The remote has a basic set of display and control buttons. It has a GPRS antenna

6.1.1.6

SICA

The Integral System of the Water Cycle (with its acronym SICA in Spanish) is a platform for the exploitation
and treatment of data in distributed environments. It is based tin the principle of using or remote servers and
central servers. The next information and action are managed in the remote server:
▪ Definition of organisation structure.
▪ Definition of information groups.
▪ Data catchment.
▪ Alarms definition.
▪ Alarms generation.
The next information and actions are managed in the central servers:
▪ Data y alarms warning.
▪ Data processing.
▪ Data visualization.
▪ Alarm treatment.
▪ Information publication.
SICA is optimized for the massive capture of data, manually or automatically. For the acquisition a DCP (Data
Collection Platform) Server with the drivers:
▪ Text (Xml, csv)
▪ odbcClient (SQL, MySQL, Sybase,…)
▪ Meteorological stations (Geonica, MKIIICC)
▪ FlexProtocol
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▪
▪
▪

NI-DAQmx
TwinCAT ADS
Counters IEC 870-5-102

The publishing can be bidirectional or unidirectional:
▪ Bidirectional: OPC and JSON

Unidirectional: XML and CSV

SICA can retrieve data from a lot of different origins and publish the information in several standards and
protocols. This allows the communication between third parties that are heterogeneous between them.
There are .NET modules that can be integrated in SW of third parties.

6.1.1.7

User Story

The technician should install easily the measurement system close to the deposit, installing the remote and
the rain gauge. The remote can be configured by the technician in the same location through a computer in
order to load the right values for the measurements. When the system has been configured, it will be able to
take measurements in the time slots configured.
The remote will wake up in each configured period of time to take measurements. The number of samples
also can be configured, and these samples will be transmitted to SICA, but if there is no communication the
data will be stored internally and transmitted in the text attempt. The communication is done via GPRS
through a mobile operator and the data stored in the SICA data base.
A person from EMALCSA staff can check the data received through the SICA front end, checking the values
in different possible ways depending of the options configured, like the format of the graphics or the
scheduled range. SICA can raise alerts if the measurement system measure some configured ranges or
values.

1.1.1

Reading process of the water meters (UC-01.05)

6.1.1.8

Description

Use Case ID

UC-01.05

Use Case Name

Reading process of the water meters

Version

1.1

Author

Diego Fernández

Involved Actors

Water, electricity and gas meters.
Abering.
Aqualogy.
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Contazara.
iEcoCity.
SICA.
Preconditions

Water Infrastructure working properly

Trigger

The water meter starts to read.

Brief Description

In Coruña metropolitan area there are 165.000 reading water meters installed in
individual consumptions (not all of them are connected with SICA), placed into a 40
km2 area, and there are different platforms that manage different data. EMALCSA
has about 2000 water meters tele-managed with four monitoring technologies :
- Abering → Special installations and individual system readings for special
clients.
- Aqualogy → Smart City. 16 control sections with 1000 system readings.
- Contazara → To manage shopping center with big concentration of shops.
- iEcoCity → Developed over the WMbus technology for consumption
management in shopping centres.
These systems are not connected with SICA or another IoT platform. There are
individual counters at homes, and the extraction of the data is done manually in
“.csv” format.

Post-conditions

Communication and data exchange achieved between the system readings and
SICA.

The BRAIN-IoT framework could guarantee the communication between these
BRAIN-IoT support to different platforms for exchanging data and information with a unique
the use case
management platform in a strong and secure way, and if possible to get
information models related with consumption patterns.
Main relevant BRAINIoT key features
Relevant
objectives
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6.1.1.9

System Infrastructure

Figure 33: Architecture network of SICA.

6.1.1.10 System infrastructure in the IoT context
The API of SICA is used to connect with sensiNact in order to provide connectivity with other platforms.

Figure 34: Architecture network of SICA with the sensiNact solution.

6.1.1.11 Platforms
This POC tries to approach the integration between different platforms that are currently working. The idea is
that sensiNact can perform the connectivity between SICA and other platforms, like Acualogy or Abering. In
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order to do this, the API of SICA has been delivered to CEA, to allow the connection of sensiNact against
SICA. Once done, the SensiNact will act providing connectivity with the other platforms.
SICA can communicate with SOFIA2, and currently is able to retrieve data from SOFIA2. SOFIA2 is the
integrating centre of sensor, management and analysis information. SOFIA2 allows integrating information
from multiple data sources (sensor networks, information systems, internet, ...) and to offer over these data a
common infrastructure of processing, adding of value and advanced support so that third parties can
develop services on processed data (DATA SMART) available openly following an OpenData schema.

6.1.1.12 Integration
SensiNact provides the next features:
▪ Plug&play: Device as a Service Approach. The flexibility of adding/removing/updating devices with a
minimum impact on the running platform.
▪ Modular: Modular development and deployment for enhanced system maintenance and evolution
▪ Dependable: sensiNact’s formal data and service models facilitate reliable IoT applications development.
▪ Scalable: sensiNact’s three layers architecture (device/gateway/cloud) allows distribution of data
processing at different levels.
▪ Easy&quick: sensiNact’s comprehensive data model and APIs help to rapidly build IoT applications.

With this schema SICA can be integrated with different platforms, and SensiNact will provide the open
features for the architecture. With the integration SICA can retrieve data and information from the other
platforms for storing it in the Data Base and visualization.
6.2

Service Robotics

6.2.1

6.2.1.1

Simple Pickup Request (UC-03.01)

Description
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Use Case ID

UC-03.01

Use Case Name

Simple Pickup Request

Version

1.0

Author

Ayoub Nouri

Involved Actors

Operator, Networks, Robots

Preconditions

•
•
•
•
•

Trigger

An operator issues a pickup call

Brief Description

When a worker issues a pickup call, the robot goes to the carrying zone or the given
position of the worker. It carries the load, move it to the destination and notify the
end of the operation to the worker.

Post-conditions

•
•

A robot is available (no other operation pending)
The load to carry is under the max load
The robot has sufficient battery to carry the lad to destination
HMI available
Infrastructure management (doors opening etc)

Load moved from the initial position to destination
Operator notified

The platform will provide tools to model the infrastructure (robots, interactions with
BRAIN-IoT support to factory layout, communications) and different behaviours for the robots that will
the use case
affect the navigation of the robot as well as the command acquisition from an
operator.
Main relevant BRAIN- System modelling tool, communications between devices, behaviours reachable
IoT key features
through marketplace.
Relevant
objectives

6.2.1.2

technical Robot-Factory interaction managed by the BRAIN-IoT. A behaviour related to the
pickup request will be provided through the platform.

User story

John, a worker of the company Warehouse ltd., has been assigned to the task of unloading incoming boxes
full of items from the vans arriving at the entrance of the warehouse. Each box must be stored in a specific
cell of the warehouse, identified by a unique identifier.
In order to simplify the storage process, Warehouse ltd. leverages on robotic platforms for helping the
workers to carry the boxes to the right warehouse cell. The first van is arrived, and John uses his mobile
device to issue a pickup call to the robotic platforms. The BRAIN-IoT platform receives the request and
assigns one of the available robotic platforms to this task. Since the robotic platforms can potentially be used
for different tasks type, the BRAIN-IoT platform deploys on the robotic platform the specific software artefact
that implements the logic for reaching the carrying zone, receiving the box and navigating till the right
warehouse cell, where the item has to be stored.
The boxes contain items which are perishable. For this reason, the cells where the items must be stored are
within an area which is controlled in temperature and quality of air. In order to keep the correct microclimatic conditions, the area is closed, and the access is possible through a controllable door which is
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normally closed. In order to carry the boxes to the assigned cell, the robotic platform has to interact with the
door through its APIs. To allow this, the BRAIN-IoT system has provided to the robotic platform the Service
Description of the door in such a way that the robot is able to assemble required bindings and parser in
order to communicate the “open” command to the door.
Once the robotic platform has entered the area, the door automatically closes itself, the robotic platform
finds the right cell, deposits the box and send a “job done” notification to the worker.

6.2.1.3

Proof-of-Concept Architecture

6.2.1.4

Description of existing SW and HW components taking part of the PoC

The Robot itself has an embedded computer running Linux and the ROS environment. Low level controls but
also some high level behaviour is already there (several ROS nodes either in Python or C++). New behaviours
and functionalities are normally integrated as ros packages (another python or C++ node together with
cmake file stating dependencies etc.)
A number of packages providing different approaches to navigation, mapping and many other robotics
challenges can be found online thanks to the massive ROS open source community. Because of that, the
formats, messages, packages and so are quite standardized (although custom applications may have custom
messages etc.)
In this case, most of the software for basic functionalities is provided with the robot and accessible under
Github: https://github.com/RobotnikAutomation. On the other hand, Robotnik has developed specific
applications where the code is provided as a library, not being accessible the sources but just the API
reference.
With this PoC architecture, we have also introduced the concept of FMS (Fleet management system) which is
nothing but an additional core ( CPU running Linux and ROS ) which is in charge of centralizing the control of
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the system at a high level of abstraction, for instance acquiring commands, assigning tasks and usage of
shared resources and monitoring the system.
Again for this PoC, the robots will be able to receive commands following the API and navigate carrying
loads, while the so called FMS would be the best container for a BRAIN-IoT Edge Node or artefact
substituting this central control. In this way, an specific algorithm (i.e. for assigning tasks) could be modelled
and deployed in a “factory control computer” so that it can communicate with another artefact deployed in
the robot, in a PLC gateway or with a IoT sensor placed in the factory.
A bit of downscale for what it would be needed/ feasible to be developed with this first understanding:
•

•

•

•

Factory IoT devices Layout modelled: description of the problem where you can state there are X IoT
devices (robot, door, etc) with Y features (robot sensors, communication technology etc.) so that the
Brain IoT platform can decide what code is needed.
Smart Behaviour modelled: description of an algorithm that can be applied (in the BRAIN-IoT FMS
CPU).
o For instance a state machine that provides missions for the robots according to a userselectable criterion. First in-First out mission or Optimal in time mission etc
o For instance a state machine that receives an input from the environment and decides what
to do according to user-selectable criteria: a “closed door signal” is received and user selects
to “issue an open door command”; or a “button pressed signal” triggers a user-selectable
action like “go to A”.
Different “artifacts” or pieces of code that the brain IoT can deploy in the system devices:
o Once the state machine running in the BRAIN-IoT FMS, this one should be talking to a
BRAIN-IoT artifact deployed in the Robot that translates the IoT protocol to the robots api:
“go to A” “pick up” etc
o Same thing for another IoT device such as Door PLC with the incoming command.
o Specific Code that is triggering actions or using internal resources: an “artifact” that can be
installed in a robot so that it recognizes a QR tag and associates it to a “closed door signal”
using the robot camera.
Monitoring Model: according to the information that BRAIN-IoT FMS CPU has, user can select what
information is shown in an HMI (succeeded missions, ongoing missions, navigation issues or even
camera feeds)
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7

Conclusion

One of the objectives of the present deliverable was to outline the desired system architecture based on
needed functionalities and interconnections. The work in WP2 focuses on facilitating the development of the
BRAIN-IoT architectural reference by collecting functional as well as non-functional requirements from a very
diverse set of actors and on validation and feedback of the achieved results. The reference architecture
design will comprehensively cover multiple views and aspects, following a subset of the relevant
methodologies and formats outlined in the ―ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011, Systems and software engineering —
Architecture description‖ standard. Special attention is given to highlighting the main interoperability endpoint and the definition of information views so to ensure that privacy and e-security aspects are handled by
design.
The content of the deliverable D2.2 is twofold – First, describes initial reference architecture and second
presents Proof-of-Concept specifications. The resulting reference architecture will serve as guiding
framework to the technical developments throughout the BRAIN-IoT project. This architecture will serve as
guiding reference model for the instantiation of IoT-based solutions at the different use cases in WP6.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

IoT

Internet of Things

CPS

Cyber Physical Systems

BIP

Behaviour, Interaction, Priority

SMC

Statistical Model Checking

LTL

Linear Temporal Logic

MTL

Metric Temporal Logic

FDIR

Fault Detection Isolation and Recovery

AADL

Architecture Design and Analysis Language

AI

Artificial Intelligence

JNI

Java Native Interface

JVM

Java Virtual Machine

ML

Machine Learning

ETAP

Drinking Water Treatment Station

OPC

OLE for Process Control

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

QoS

Quality of Service

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Aquisation

SICA

Integral System of the Water Cycle

XML

Extensible Markup Language

SAML

Security Assertion Markup Language

REST

Representational State Transfer

API

Application Programming Interface

HMI

Human-Machine Interface

ADAS

Advanced driver-assistance systems

AP

Aggregation Point

CoAP

Constrained Application Protocol

DCS

Distributed Control System
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DLS

Domain Specific Language

ECA

Event Condition Action

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GUI

Graphical User Interface

ICT

Information Technology Communication

LAN

Local Area Network

M2M

Machine to Machine

MQTT

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport

PCN

Process Control Network

SOFIA

Smart Objects For Intelligent Applications

RTU

Remote Terminal Unit

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative
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8

Appendix A

8.1

SCADA + PLC

Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) [17] is a control system architecture that uses
computers, networked data communications and graphical user interfaces for high-level process supervisory
management, but uses other peripheral devices such as programmable logic controller (PLC) or remote
terminal units (RTUs) and discrete PID controllers to interface with the process plant or machinery. The
operator interfaces that enable monitoring and the issuing of process commands, such as controller set point
changes, are handled through the SCADA computer system. However, the real-time control logic or
controller calculations are performed by networked modules that connect to the field sensors and actuators.
The SCADA concept was developed as a universal means of remote access to a variety of local control
modules, which could be from different manufacturers allowing access through standard automation
protocols. In practice, large SCADA systems have grown to become very similar to distributed control
systems in function, but using multiple means of interfacing with the plant. They can control large-scale
processes that can include multiple sites, and work over large distances as well as small distance. It is one of
the most commonly-used types of industrial control systems. However, there are concerns regarding SCADA
systems being vulnerable to cyberwarfare/cyberterrorism attacks.

SCADA systems have evolved through four generations as follows:
▪ First generation: "monolithic": Early SCADA system computing was done by large minicomputers. Common
network services did not exist at the time SCADA was developed.
▪ Second generation: "distributed": SCADA information and command processing was distributed across
multiple stations which were connected through a LAN. Information was shared in near real time. Each
station was responsible for a particular task, which reduced the cost as compared to First Generation
SCADA.
▪ Third generation: "networked": Similar to a distributed architecture, any complex SCADA can be reduced to
simplest components and connected through communication protocols. In the case of a networked design,
the system may be spread across more than one LAN network called a process control network (PCN) and
separated geographically. Several distributed architecture SCADAs running in parallel, with a single
supervisor and historian, could be considered a network architecture. This allows for a more cost effective
solution in very large scale systems.
▪ Fourth generation: "Internet of things": With the commercial availability of cloud computing, SCADA
systems have increasingly adopted Internet of things technology to significantly improve interoperability,
reduce infrastructure costs and increase ease of maintenance and integration. As a result, SCADA systems
can now report state in near real-time and use the horizontal scale available in cloud environments to
implement more complex control algorithms than are practically feasible to implement on traditional
programmable logic controllers. Further, the use of open network protocols such as TLS inherent in the
Internet of things technology provides a more readily comprehensible and manageable security boundary
than the heterogeneous mix of proprietary network protocols typical of many decentralized SCADA
implementations.
8.2

Distributed Control Systems (DCS)

A distributed control system (DCS) [18] is a computerised control system for a process or plant usually with
a large number of control loops, in which autonomous controllers are distributed throughout the system, but
there is a central operator supervisory control. This is in contrast to systems that use centralized controllers;
either discrete ones located at a central control room or within a central computer. The DCS concept
increases reliability and reduces installation costs by localising control functions near the process plant, with
remote monitoring and supervision.
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DCS first emerged in large, high value, safety critical process industries, and were attractive because the DCS
manufacturer would supply both the local control level and central supervisory equipment as an integrated
package, thus reducing design integration risk. Today the functionality of SCADA and DCS systems are very
similar, but DCS tends to be used on large continuous process plants where high reliability and security is
important, and the control room is not geographically remote.
The key attribute of a DCS is its reliability due to the distribution of the control processing around nodes in
the system. This mitigates a single processor failure. If a processor fails, it will only affect one section of the
plant process, as opposed to a failure of a central computer which would affect the whole process. This
distribution of computing power local to the field Input/Output (I/O) field connection racks also ensures fast
controller processing times by removing possible network and central processing delays.
Referring to the diagram depicted in Figure 35, Levels 1 and 2 are the functional levels of a traditional DCS, in
which all equipment are part of an integrated system from a single manufacturer. Levels 3 and 4 are not
strictly process control in the traditional sense, but where production control and scheduling takes place.

Figure 35: Functional levels of a manufacturing control operation.

8.3

Industrial 3.0 vs Industrial 4.0

Figure 36 summarizes the main features characterizing Industrial 3.0 and 4.0. From this Figure, it is easy to
see the evolution of the technology and the advantage provided by the generation 4.0.

Figure 36: Industrial 3.0 vs Industrial 4.0.
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